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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Prediction, control and optimization of chemical processes is an important problem 
in the chemical industry. Effective prediction and optimization of chemical processes 
requires accurate modeling of process behavior. A process model essentially represents 
the relationship between the process inputs and outputs. For example, the process inputs 
could be the process variables and the process output could be the product quality. 
An accurate process model would then effectively capture the relationships between the 
process variables and the product quality, and could be used to optimize product quality. 
Process models can be based on an understanding of the physical and chemical events 
taking place in the process. An alternative approach is to develop an empirical process 
model from process data. An empirical modeling approach is particularly useful when 
the physical and chemical phenomena underlying the process are complex and not well 
understood. 
In recent years, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been proposed as a promising 
tool for empirical modeling of chemical processes. Neural networks can leam complex 
multivariate input-output relationships from data. ANNs have been successfully used in 
applications where it is difficult to specify the form of the relationship between the output 
and input variables. An artificial neural network consists of a number of simple linear or 
nonlinear computing elements interconnected in complex ways and typically organized 
into layers. The nature of these interconnections is defined by the network architecture. 
Development of a neural network model requires specification of the network architecture 
and a learning technique to estimate the parameters of the network. In general it is 
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difficxilt to decide what network architecture and learning technique will work best for 
a given problem. Neural network modelers typically train multiple neural networks in 
the hope that a single optimal network will be found. The model that is optimal is 
determined by evaluating all of the networks on data available for testing the model 
and selecting the model with the best performance. The optimal model is then used for 
the desired application and the rest of the models are discarded. However there is no 
assurance that any individual network has extracted all of the useful information in the 
data set. It is possible that some of the discarded networks may contain information 
that has not been captured by the network that is considered to be optimal. Selecting 
ajid using a single model would then waste the information in the discarded networks 
and could result in a process model that may not accurately capture the relationship 
between the process inputs and outputs. 
The work in this dissertation presents a novel approach for empirical modeling of 
chemical processes. In contrast to the common approach of selecting and using a single 
neural network model, a scheme that allows multiple neural networks to be selected 
and combined is presented and evaluated. The integrated neural network system is 
defined to be a stacked neural network. The central idea behind the stacked neural 
network approach is that improved process modeling would be possible by integrating 
the knowledge acquired by the candidate networks. Any scheme that uses multiple .A.NNs 
requires a combining technique that can effectively integrate the candidate networks. 
The feasibility of the stacked neural network technique is first explored using linear 
combinations. However the linear combination is limited in that it can use only those 
networks whose outputs have a high linear correlation to the output. The main focus of 
this research is to develop and evaluate a general technique that can identify and combine 
informative neural network models regardless of how their outputs relate to the process 
output. When a large number of models are used, estimating an arbitrary nonlinear 
combination can become very complex. -A.n algorithm that can select an informative 
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subset of the candidate models is then essential. Such an approach would be able to 
effectively select and integrate the most informative neural network models to provide 
improved process models. Improved modeling would in turn allow better optimization 
and control of plant processes. 
Dissertation organization 
The main body of this dissertation comprises three self-contained papers that repre­
sent three distinct phases of this research. They are presented in a chronological order. 
Dasaratha Sridhar is the principal investigator. Dr. Eric B. Bartlett and Dr. Richard 
C. Seagrave appear as the second and third authors. 
The first paper has been published in the AIChE journal. This paper describes a 
stacked neural network (SNN) that uses a linear combination of neural networks for 
modeling of chemical processes. The SNN approach allows multiple neural networks to 
be combined and used to model a given process. The figures and tables for this paper 
have been collected at the end of the paper. 
The second paper heis been submitted to the Computers and Chemical Engineering 
journal. This paper lays the foundation for an algorithm that can identify the most 
informative models. The paper describes a scheme to identify important inputs for a 
model based on information theoretic analysis. The proposed approach helps identify 
simpler models with better generalization and eliminates the use of redundant inputs. 
The figures and tables for this paper have been collected at the end of the paper. 
The third paper has been submitted to the Neural Networks journal. In this paper 
the concepts developed in the second paper are used to develop a novel approach for 
combining neural network models. The information theoretic stacking (ITS) algorithm 
proposed in this paper can combine multiple neural networks without assuming the 
form of the combination. An information theoretic approach is used to identify the 
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most important models to be used for the combination. The combination is determined 
from the data and informative models can be identified and combined regardless of how 
they actually relate to the output. 
The three papers are followed by a general summary that summarizes the entire 
dissertation. It addresses issues arising from this work and lists avenues for investigation. 
Finally, additional references that have been consulted but not referenced by the three 
papers are listed following the section on general conclusions. 
) 
PROCESS MODELING USING STACKED NEURAL 
NETWORKS 
A paper reproduced with permission of the American Institute of Chemical Engineeers. 
Copyright © 1996 AIChE. All rights reserved. 
Dasaratha Sridhar, Eric B. Bartlett and Richard C. Seagrave 
Abstract 
[n lliis work, a new I(•(•liiiiciuc for tUMiral iiclwork l)a.s<'(I iiuKlc'liiig of rhcmical processes 
is |)ro[)ose(l. Slacked Xciiral Xetwork.s (S.\'.\.s) allow tmiltiple iieiiral networks lo he 
seleclocl and used Id iuu<lel u ^ivcn process. The i<lea is tlial improved predirlious 
< aii he obtained iisinu tnulti[)le networks, instead of sitn[)ly selecting a single lio[)efiill\ 
optimal network as is usually done. A melhodolou;y for stacking neural networks Ujr 
plant process modc'litii; has Ix-eii developed. This method is iris[)ired hy the techni(|ue 
of stackcd generalization proposed hy W'olpert (1!)?)2). The proposed method has heeti 
applied and evaluated fur three example problems including the d\ nataic modeling of a 
nonlinear chemical process. Results obtained demonstrate the promise of this approach 
for improved neural network based plant process modeling. 
Introduction 
In the chemical industry, noidinear models are typically required for process control. 
[)rocess optimization atirl j)r(>(lict ion of process behavior. Development of such models is 
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often a diflBcult task for processes that are complex or poorly understood. When theoret­
ical modeling is difficult, empirical, data driven modeling provides a useful alternative. 
In recent years, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been proposed as a promising 
tool for identifying empirical process models from process data (Bhat and McAvoy, 
1990; PoUard et aL, 1992). Neural networks are very useful because of their ability to 
model complex nonlinear processes, even when process understanding is limited (Mail 
and Chakraveirty, 1992). These neural network models can be used for prediction, pro­
vided the process correlation structure does not change (MacGregor, 1991). Typically, 
the main objective in ANN modeling is to accurately predict steady state or dynamic 
process behavior in order to monitor and improve process performance. Some of the 
important applications of ANNs in chemical engineering include the following: 
• Fault Diagnosis in chemical plants: Hoskins and Himmelblau (1988); Venkatasub-
ramaniam and Chan (1989) 
• Dynamic modeling of chemical processes: Bhat and Mc.A.voy (1990); Ydstie (1990); 
Pollard et al. (1992) 
• System identification and control: Psichogios and Ungar (1991) 
• Sensor data analysis: Kramer (1992) 
• Prediction of product quality: Joseph et al. (1992) 
• Chemical composition analysis and property prediction: McAvoy et al. (1989); 
Piovoso and Owens (1991) 
• Inferential control: DiMassimo et al. (1992) 
The typical approach to ANN" based process modeling has been to consider a num­
ber of candidate models, and to select one model which is expected to best predict the 
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process outputs, given the process inputs. The selected model is the one that is ex­
pected to have least prediction error in the future. The expected prediction error of the 
candidate models is usually computed by evaluating them on data available for testing 
the model. When a separate data set is not available for selecting the model, cross-
validation (Weiss and Kukilowski, 1991) can be used. Cross-validation allows model 
selection by using the same sample for model development as well as to provide a rea­
sonable estimate of the expected prediction error in the future. Using a single optimal 
model implicitly assumes that one ANN model can extract all the information available 
in the data set and that the other candidate models are redundant. In general, there 
is no assurance that any individual model has extracted all relevant information from 
the data set. It is well recognized in the forecasting literature that identifying and us­
ing a single model is suboptimaJ for prediction (Bates and Granger. 1969; Granger and 
Ramanathan, 1984). Clemen (1989) provides a comprehensive review on the use of mul­
tiple models for forecasting. The primary conclusion of Clemen's work is that combining 
multiple models usually leads to increased forecast accuracy. Combining ANN models is 
based on the premise that different neural networks capture different aspects of process 
behavior; Aggregating this information should reduce uncertainty and provide more ac­
curate predictions. Hence stacking or combining different models can be beneficial for 
predictive modeling. Stacked Neural Networks (SNNs), introduced here, allows multiple 
neuraJ networks to be selected and combined in an attempt to obtain a better predic­
tive model. The methodology is inspired by the general method for combining models 
known as stacked generalization (Wolpert, 1992). In this work, any empirical model­
ing approach based on stacked generalization will be referred to as stacked modeling or 
stacking. 
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. First the ratio­
nale for combining ANN models is presented followed by a discussion of stacked gen­
eralization. Second, the methodology for implementation of stacked neural networks 
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is provided. The idea of stacked modeling is then illustrated using a simple example. 
Following this, the feasibility of SNNs is explored through application to two exam­
ples including a dynamic process modeling problem. Results obtained demonstrate that 
stacked neural networks (SNNs) can achieve highly improved performance as compared 
to selecting a single optimal network using cross-validation. 
Combining ANN models 
Combining models to improve prediction accuracy is an idea which appears to have 
originated with the work of Bates and Granger (1969). Bates and Granger combined two 
different models for forecasting a time series and reported improved predictions using the 
combined model. Since Bates and Granger's pioneering efforts, a large amount of work 
has been performed on combining models for forecasting. It is now widely accepted that 
combining of forecasts is a pragmatic and useful approach for producing better forecasts 
(Granger, 1989). 
In the classical approach to modeling, one typically assimies that a certain ideal model 
is "true" and, based on available evidence, an actual model is rejected or accepted. If 
it is felt that the model is misspecified, a better model is sought. This approach is 
appropriate when there is theory which guides the specification and evaluation of the 
models (Diebold, 1989). However, a more pragmatic approach can be taJcen: Models 
can be combined to improve predictions. Combining models is equivalent to admitting 
that a "true" single model is not easily attainable and that multiple models should be 
viewed as different pieces of information which can be integrated. Pooling models has a 
short-term perspective with an emphasis on real world applications (Winkler, 1989). 
The above axguments hold for neural network based empirical modeling of plant pro­
cesses. As in time-series forecasting, the emphasis is on maximizing accuracy on future 
predictions. In ANN modeling, it is difficult to specify the optimum .\NN architecture 
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a priori. Therefore, neural networks can be viewed as inherently misspecified models 
since they are an approximation to the underlying process (White. 1989). Hence, there 
is no reason to believe a given network architecture represents the actual underlying 
structure of the data generating process. Different neural networks are capable of ap­
proximating different class of functions: A sufficiently large network can approximate 
any arbitrary function (Cybenko, 1989; Homik, Stichombe and White, 1989). However, 
because of finite sample sizes, one tends to use architectures which are smaller than 
required. Smaller networks have lesser variance but show larger bias, as compared to 
the larger networks. This problem is weU-known as the bias-variance dilemma (Geman 
et al., 1992). For a given problem, a number of network architectures are evaluated and 
a hopefully optimal architecture is selected, based on its performance on some test set. 
In our discussion here we define an optimal network architecture as one that performs 
better than any other model over the entire input space. Optimality in this sense cannot 
be guaranteed by simply selecting the model that produces the least average prediction 
error over some test set. It is quite possible that different networks perform better in 
different regions of the input space. This situation can arise because: 
• The optimal architecture was not considered by the modeler or could not be found 
by the automatic network construction methods used. Methods like Cascade Cor­
relation (Fahlman, 1990) and dynamic node architecture (Basu and Bartlett. 1994) 
can automatically develop good neural network models. However, optimality as 
defined above cannot be guaranteed eis all these methods typically focus on min­
imizing the average error over some training set, and not over the entire input 
space. 
• As explained by Hansen and Solomon (1990), multiple networks are desirable be­
cause optimization of network parameters is a problem with many local minima. 
Even for a given architecture, final parameters can differ between one run of the 
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algorithm to the next. For example, varying the initial starting conditions for 
network training can lead to a different solution for the network parameters. This 
tends to make the errors produced by the different networks uncorrelated. There­
fore, the different networks might make independent errors on different subsets of 
the input space. 
• Different activation functions and learning algorithms can lead to different gener­
alization characteristics and no one activation function or learning algorithm may 
be uniformly best (Hashem, 1993). 
• The convergence criteria used for network training can lead to very different solu­
tions for a given network architecture. Networks can be trained using convergent 
training which means that the neural network is trained to convergence on the en­
tire training data set. Alternately stopped training can be used. Stopped training 
involves monitoring the performance of the network as it trains on a training set 
and training is stopped when the error on the cross-validation set reaches a min­
imum. Networks trained by stopped training could be very different from those 
trained using convergent training (Finnoff et al., 1993). 
Therefore, it is possible that a combination of ANN models could outperform a single 
model. If better performance is achieved using multiple models, it implies a better single 
model can be found. However, finding such a model requires further time and effort, 
with no assurance that the better single model will be found. Instead of searching for 
a better model, combining existing neural networks can provide a practical approach to 
develop a better overall model for prediction by using the models already at hand. 
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Stacked Generalization 
In order to maximize the benefits of combining models, effective schemes for combin­
ing them must be used. From the forecasting literature, the usual approach is to model 
the true output as a linear combination of the outputs of the individual models. This can 
be shown to have lesser mean square error than any of the individual models (Granger 
and Ramanathaji, 1984). In the context of neural networks it hcis been seen that a linear 
combination of neural networks often improved predictions (Hashem, 1993; Perrone and 
Cooper, 1993). The primaxy limitation of these methods is that model selection is not 
considered in conjunction with model combination. When using noa-parametric meth­
ods like neural networks, it is possible that overparametrized models may be included 
in the combination. It is often difficult to judge which ANN model is a good general-
izer. Hence models with poor generalization could be included along with good models 
causing performance of the combined model to be poor. For instance, Hashem (1993) 
uses a weighted average of the outputs of the candidate networks, estimated from the 
training data. To check the robustness of the combined model he proposes testing the 
individual models and the combined model on a cross validation set. While determining 
the combination, the reliability of the individual networks is not taken into account. 
Hashem later proposes algorithms which check if performance of the combined model is 
better than the individual models. In Hashem's work, the issue of whether the combined 
model is a good predictor is addressed oidy after a set of models has been selected and 
combined. 
Stacked generalization (Wolpert, 1992) has been been proposed as a technique for 
combining models. Preliminary efforts by Sridhar et al. (1995) showed promise for 
improved predictive modeling using stacked generalization. The novel feature of stacked 
generalization is that it attempts to simultaneously solve the problem of model selection 
and estimation of model combinations to improve model predictions. This feature is 
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inherent in the stacked generalization procediure because it has been developed as an 
extension of nonpaxametric statistical methods used for model selection. The idea is 
that by analyzing the performance of the original models, using a statistical resampling 
scheme, one can estimate a combination of the original models which will maximize 
prediction accuracy in the future. Stacked generalization is based on the assumption 
that the resampling methods provide more information than simply specifying which 
model is the best: It can allow estimation of combinations of models which can provide 
more accurate predictions. The data used for fitting a stacked generalization model are 
generated using the same method as for cross-validation. Stacked generalization can be 
viewed as a more general solution to estimating an optimum predictive model, while 
accounting for the bias-variance tradeoff. Cross-validation simply selects one model, 
that minimizes the expected prediction error. Thus cross-validation provides a solution 
to minimizing future prediction error subject to the assumption that the minimization 
needs to be achieved by a single model. In fact, cross-validation can be viewed as a 
special case of stacked generalization. Stacking relaxes the assumption that one model 
needs to be selected and used for prediction. Multiple models can be selected and 
optimally combined to maximize prediction accuracy. The main goal is to maximize 
expected generalization in the future. If a combination of models reduces the expected 
prediction error then it is preferable. Hence, stacking provides a method to estimate 
combinations of models that can in theory, maximize generalization accuracy. 
The details of stacked generalization can be found in Wolpert's paper: In this paper, 
we provide a brief overview of this technique. The objective of stacked generalization is 
to fit a model for the true output. The inputs to the stacked generalization (SG) model 
are the outputs of the different models. The concept of stacking different models is shown 
in Figure 1. The models that are developed from the original training set are referred to 
as the level 0 models. Consider the simplest case when we have two level 0 models Mi 
and M^- Let the training set be partitioned into L2, containing one pattern (x.y) and 
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Li, containing the remaining patterns. Both Mi and M2 are trained on Li and then 
tested on L^. Let the outputs of the two models be yi and 1/2, while the true output is y. 
This information can be considered to be input-output information in a different space, 
with two inputs (the predictions of the two models) and one output (the actual output). 
Repeating the above procedure with each training pattern in L2, we obtain a data set L' 
containing the predictions of the two models and the true output. This data constitutes 
a new data set that can be used to train a new model M3 to predict y given j/i and 
t/2- M3 is known as the level 1 model. For any novel input vector x„eu,, the predictions 
t/i and 1/2 are obtained and these predictions are combined by iV/3 to produce the final 
prediction j/3. Extension of this approach, when more thaxi two models axe considered, 
is based on the same principles discussed above and is fairly straightforward. 
Stacked neural networks 
When the candidate level 0 models are artificial neural networks and they are com­
bined using stacked generalization, we define the resulting model as a stacked neural 
network (SNN). In this work, attention is restricted to level 0 models which are sin­
gle layer backpropagation networks. Of course other level 0 models such as radial basis 
function networks, general regression networks and backpropagation networks with more 
than one hidden layer can be used. The methodology developed here to stack level 0 
neural networks can easily be extended to include any level 0 model. The level 1 models 
considered in this paper axe linear models. The proposed architecture for SNNs is shown 
in Figure 2. 
Assume that a data set D((y„,x„) ; 1 < n < iV) has been collected on some process 
of interest. Here, y denotes the output variable, x denotes the input vector, N is the 
number of training patterns and n is the pattern index. It is assumed that M neural 
networks [Ni, iV2, Mm) axe the candidate level 0 models. The level 0 data set will 
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be denoted by D lo-  The data used to develop the level 1 model will be denoted by D li. 
The following aJgorithm is used for both stacking the ANN models, and for selecting the 
best ANN model using A:-fold cross-validation. The approach can be easily extended for 
problems with multiple outputs. 
1. Set the level 0 data set Dio equal to the data set D. Train the M level 0 networks 
using Dlq. Denote the network trained on Dio as Nj{DLo), and denote the 
set of these level 0 networks as N{Dlo) = {Nj{DLo) : I < j < M }. The N{Dlq) 
should be saved for use in the SNN model. 
2. Divide the data set D into k disjoint subsets with equal number of patterns, Di, 
Z?2 -—Dk, as in A:-fold cross-validation. Define CVi as D — Di. CVi contains all the 
patterns in the data set D except the patterns in D,-. 
3. Repeat the following for I < i < k: Train the M candidate ANN models using 
the data set CVi. Denote the j"' network trained on CVi as Nj{CVi), and denote 
the set of these trained networks as N{CVi) = {Nj{CVi) : 1 < j < M}. Note 
that the JV(CK) have the same architecture as the M level 0 networks, however 
they are trained on data set CK. The sole reason for developing the networks 
N'(CVi) is to construct the level 1 data set Dn. Recall N{CVi) on the data set 
Di- Denote the prediction of the network for pattern n in data set Di as ypnj-
For pattern n, the output of the caxididate models is collected in a M dimensional 
vector yp„ = {yPnj : 1 < J < A'^}- The actual output y„ and the network outputs 
yp„ constitute the output and input respectively for the n"' pattern in data set 
Dli. Discard the networks {iYj(CVi) : 1 < j < M }. 
4. Step 3 produces the level 1 data set ZP£,i(t/„,yp„). Data set Du contains the true 
output and the predictions of the M models, for all the N training patterns. 
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5. Compute the prediction sums of squcires errors (PRESS) for each of the M networks 
in N{Dlo). press for network] is calculated as: 
PRESSj =  ^ (j/„ - (1) 
n=l 
The network with the minimum PRESS is considered to be the optimal single 
network. 
6. For developing the stacked model, the following level 1 model will be used to 
c o m b i n e  t h e  M  l e v e l  0  n e u r a i  n e t w o r k s  i n  N{D l o ) .  
M 
y = Y,Oijypj (2) 
i=i 
where all the model coefficients aj are required to be positive. Similar combining 
rules have been used for combining models for forecasting (Bates and Granger, 
1969; Granger and Ramajiathan, 1984) and more recently for combining regression 
models (Brieman, 1992). Dn is used to estimate the parameters of the level 1 
model. The objective function to be minimized for the level 1 model is the output 
sums of squares errors over Dn. More complex level 1 models can also be used if 
desired. 
7. For prediction on a novel input pattern, the input is fed through all of the candidate 
models. The outputs of the level 0 neural networks are combined using the level 1 
model to produce the final prediction. 
The schematic for the proposed method is shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that 
the above method can be used not only with fc-fold cross-validation, but with any data 
based model-selection technique. One commonly used approach is to divide the data set 
into two data sets: Di used for training the candidate models and D2 for testing the 
developed models. Development of SNNs in this case, is a straightforward variation of 
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the method discussed above. Di constitutes the level 0 data set Dj^o and testing on 
produces the level 1 data set Dn. 
The methodology for developing stacked models will first be illustrated using a simple 
example. Application of the stacked neural network (SNN) approach to two example 
problems, with a discussion of results will then be presented. 
Example 1 
The first example involves identification of a simple function, using linear regression 
and nearest neighbor models as the candidate models. Neural networks are not consider 
as candidate models in this example, since it is intended to illustrate the idea of stacked 
modeling in a simple manner. Assume that the true parent function generating the data 
is 
w ^ x  +  y  +  z  ( 3 )  
X, y, z are independent variables assximed to be drawn from a uniform distribution 
on the interval [O.l]. -A data set of eight patterns corresponding to the eight corners of 
the unit cube, defined by the independent variables, has been collected for identifying 
the function (Table 1). The following models wi,w2^wz (level 0 models) are considered 
as candidates for identifying the true function w: 
1. tWi = X 
2. W2 = a.y + t)z 
3. Nearest Neighbor model using variables y and z. For the nearest neighbor model 
102 = output for the nearest pattern in the data set 
For example, for the pattern (0.05, 0.1, 0.1) the closest training pattern is (0. 0, 
0). Therefore the output of the nearest neighbor model is 0. 
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The above functions are deliberately chosen to illustrate the central ideas behind 
stacked modeling. It is obvious that each of the models alone are incapable of repre­
senting the true function. Models 1 and 2 together contain all the information required 
to identify the true function. Model 3 which is the nearest neighbor model provides 
a perfect fit to the training data, unlike models 1 and 2. However model 3 is not a 
good approximation to the true function and is in fact redundant, given models 1 and 2. 
Ideally it is desired that stacking the three candidate models should result in models 1 
and 2 being combined while model 3 should be rejected. Table 1 also shows the outputs 
of the models obtained using leave-one out cross-validation. Wij'^ is the prediction of 
model i on the pattern when that pattern is left out and the model is developed 
using rest of the data. Table 2 shows the expected prediction error, E(MSE), for all the 
three models, computed using cross-validation. The performance of the three models, 
evaluated on 10000 test patterns is also shown. The performance measures used are the 
mean square error (MSE) and the linear correlation coefficient (r), between the desired 
output ajid the model's actual output. Model 2 is identified by cross-validation as the 
best single predictor, as it heis the least expected prediction error. Model 2 is indeed the 
best individual predictor, as it has the least error on the test data set. However cross-
validation has ignored the useful information in Model 1. Clearly using a single model 
is suboptimal in this ccise. Stacked modeling, on the other hand, attempts to identify a 
combination of the three models. Fitting the combining rule defined by Equation 2 to 
the level 1 data shown in Table 1, results in the following level 1 model: 
w, = 1.22101 + 0.728UJ2 (4) 
Substituting for the functions wi ajid W2 in terms of the independent variables .x, y 
and z gives the final model: 
w = 1.22x -h 0.92y -h 0.92. (5)  
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The expected prediction error and the error on the test data set for the stacked 
model axe both less than that of any of the other single models. Combining the three 
models results in a stacked model that is quite close to the actual function. The stacked 
model is better than any of the individual models investigated. It can be seen from 
Equation 4 that model 3 is completely rejected, and models 1 amd 2 are combined to 
effectively approximate the true function. This example illustrates the usefulness of 
combining, when the candidate models are misspecified. If we had specified one of the 
candidate models more accurately, we could have exactly identified the true function. 
In this example, if we had attempted to fit 
w = ax + by + cz (6) 
the true function would have been identified exactly. If we can accurately specify models, 
combining would not be required. In the present example, it is possible to determine 
the true model. However in complex real world problems model specification, as well 
as determining the optimal model, can be quite difficult. In such situations we would 
expect that stacked modeling will provide us with better predictions by integrating all 
the useful information that the various candidate models may have acquired. It should 
also be noted that in the above example none of the models used all the variables. 
It is therefore obvious that the models have information that is independent of each 
other. The problem was designed to illustrate the benefits of stacked modeling in a 
simple manner. The use of Equation 2 for stacking is very effective for this example. In 
general, it is not known what level 1 model is most effective for stacking the candidate 
models. However, for the sake of simplicity, we have restricted our attention in this 
paper, to the linear level 1 model. 
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Example 2 
It is often possible that all the candidate models considered for approximating a 
given process use all of the independent variables. The independence of information 
contained in the outputs of these models arises from the inherent differences in the 
approximation abilities of the candidate models. Of course some correlation between 
the camdidate models is inevitable, since they all make use of information from the same 
data. However, the information that is captured could be different, and this is what we 
seek to take advantage of and integrate through stacked modeling. For this example, 
the objective is to estimate the 6-dimensional additive function, 
y = 105in(7rziX2) + 20(x3 — 0.5)^ + 10x4 + 0x5 + Oxe (7) 
The X{ were generated from a uniform distribution in the six-dimensional hypercube. 
This fimction has bfcn used as a benchmark for MARS (Friedmcin, 1991) and more 
recently for comparing neural network and statistical methods (Cherkassky et al., 1995). 
We follow an approach similar to Cherkassky et al. for this study. The training data 
set 5i consisted of 100 samples, and constitutes the level 0 data. The added noise was 
Gaussian with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 4.0. The signal to noise ratio is defined 
as 
SNR = crylcrff (8) 
where, <7y is the standard deviation of y and (t^v is the standard deviation of the noise. 
In addition we also generated a level 1 data set S2 consisting of 50 patterns. Data set S2 
was used for model selection and model integration. A test data set Sz of 10000 patterns 
without any noise was generated to measure the performance of the different models. 
The performance metric used was the normalized root mean square error (NRMS), which 
is the average root mean square error on the test data set normalized by the standard 
deviation of the data set. NRMS represents the fraction of unexplained standard devi­
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ation. Four different single hidden layer backpropagation networks Ni, N2, N3 and N4 
with 5, 10, 20 and 40 hidden nodes respectively were developed. Networks were trained 
using the scaled conjugate gradient algorithm (MoUer, 1993). Ni was trained on all 
100 patterns. For the remaining networks stopped training was used. These networks 
were trained on 70 randomly selected patterns and their performance was monitored on 
the remaining 30 patterns. The weights which gave the least error on the 30 patterns 
were considered to be the optimal weights for the networks. Performance of the candi­
date networks on the data set Sz was evaluated by computing the NRMS. The different 
models were then stacked to obtain the SNN model. The NRMS for the SNN was also 
computed. The performance comparisons are shown in Table 3. Using cross-validation, 
N2 is selected as the best model. N2 has an NRMS of 0.34 on the test data. also 
performs similar to A^2- The larger networks N3 and N4 perform poorly and appear to be 
overparameterized. Testing on 83 shows that these models are indeed poor generalizers. 
The competing networks were then combined using SNN and resulted in the following 
level 1 model; 
y, = 0.469 *yi+ 0.531 * j/2 (9) 
where t/, is the output of the SNN and the y,- are the outputs of the ith. network. The 
RMSE of the SNN on the test data wzis found to be 0.25. Thus, a reduction of 26% in 
the prediction error was obtained using SNN over the cross-validation selected network. 
It is interesting to note that Cherkassky et al. (1995) report an NRMS of 0.319 for 
this problem. Their results are slightly better than those obtained in this work with 
Ni (NRMS = 0.32) and (NRMS = 0.34). However SNN helped us significantly 
improve the model performance. SNN had NRMS of about 22% less than that reported 
in Cherkassky's work. N3 and N4 were rejected by the SNN model, while A''i and N2 
were combined to provide an improved model. SNN was able to successfully integrate the 
knowledge acquired by the candidate networks. In terms of overall performance, both 
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Ni and N2 axe equally good (NRMS within 6% of each other). Improved performance by 
combining the two models means that the models make errors of different types. Indeed 
the linear correlation coefficient between the errors made by the two models is very small 
(r=0.11). As pointed out earlier, a number of reasons can cause networks to perform 
very differently. In this case, the network axchitecture, the use of both convergent and 
stopped training and the different weight initializations lead to the significant differences 
between models Ni and A^2- The error independence of the two models allowed SNN to 
integrate the two models and develop a better model. It can be argued here that a single 
network could have been found which has the same performance as the SNN. Indeed this 
is theoretically possible. Obtaining this optimal model would however require searching 
for such a model. The SNN method avoided a further search and provided a direct 
approach towards obtaining a better model. 
Dynamic modeling example 
This example is intended to demonstrate the performance of SNNs for a more practi­
cal modeling problem. In this example, the performance of the stacked neural networks 
was examined for training sets of different sizes and various noise levels. 
The process considered is an ideal, adiabatic continuous first order exothermic re­
action in a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR), shown in Figure 4. This process 
has been used as a benchmark for internal model control (Economou, 1986), radial basis 
function modeling (Leonard et al., 1992) and comparison of backpropagation networks 
cind multivariate adaptive regression splines (DeVeaux et al.. 1993). The feed to the 
CSTR is pure A and the desired product is R. The system is simulated by the following 
coupled ordinary differential equations. 
da, 
—^ k i a o  + k^i rq dt 
dro 
^  + k u a o - k . i r ,  
T 
(10) 
dt T 
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•{kiao - k^iro) + — O dt pCp 
where, 
The variables Ao, Ro and Tq represent the state variables of the system and are the feed 
species concentration, the output product species concentration and the reactor's tem­
perature, respectively. The goal of the modeling is to leaxn the open loop relationship 
between the controlled variable which is the concentration of species R and the manipu­
lated variable which is the temperature of the feed stream, T, . It is desired to predict the 
concentration of species R at the next time step, given the state variables Ao, To and 
the manipulated input Ti. The input and output dimensionality of the system are 4 and 
1 respectively. The steady state operating point and the process parameters are as given 
in the paper by Economou et a/., and are shown in Table 4. A method similar to that in 
DeVeaux et al.^ was used to generate the training data for the neural network modeling. 
The above set of differential equations were integrated with T varying randomly with a 
uniform distribution within 15% of the steady state operating point. Sampling time for 
the process was 30 seconds. During the simulation, the systems state variable as well 
35 manipulated input were recorded. At the end of the sampling instant, the system's 
response was also recorded. Measurement noise was added to the noise-free simulation. 
The noise was assumed to be Gaussian. A time-series plot of one realization of the data 
is shown in Figure 5. Training data sets Si of sizes 50, 70, 100 and 120 were generated 
at five different noise levels with standard deviations of 2.5%. 5.0%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5% of 
the range of the output, respectively. Thus a total of twenty data sets were considered 
in this study. A noise-free test data set S2 of 10000 patterns was also generated in order 
to test and compare all the models developed. 
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In the present analysis, the following terminology will be used: 
1. Cross-validation selected Network (CVSN): This is the network that is selected 
using the cross-validation scheme 
2. Stacked Neural Networks (SNN): SNN represents the stacked model, where the 
competing ANN models axe stacked using the technique described earlier in this 
work 
3. Best a posteriori Network (BAPN): After the CVSN and SNN have been developed 
eind tested, all of the candidate models are tested on the test data S2. The network 
with the least error on the test data set S2 will be referred to as the Best a posteriori 
network. 
The CVSN and SNNs will be compared to the BAPN in the following analysis. The 
rationale for using the BAPN as a baseline for comparison is that BAPN represents 
the best performance that could have been obtained given the candidate networks and 
assvuning we wanted to select and use only a single network as our model. The idea 
behind using cross-validation is to identify the BAPN beforehand. However the BAPN 
may or may not be successfully identified by cross-validation. In either case, the CVSN 
can never be better than the B.A.PN. SNNs, on the other hand, have the potenticd to 
identify stacked models that may be better than the BAPN. 
Eight neural network models [A', : 1 < i < 8] with 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 
hidden nodes respectively were considered as the level 0 models for modeling the process. 
For the training algorithm, the scaled conjugate gradient algorithm (SCGA) Wcis used 
(Moller, 1993). The methodology described earlier in this work was used to stack the 
eight networks and A:-fold cross-validation was used to identify the CVSN. The neural 
nets considered in this excmiple had one hidden layer and used the hyperbolic tangent 
function as the activation function. Weight initialization for networks Ni, N2, Nj. N4 
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Weis performed using the method based on principai component regression, proposed 
by Piovoso and Owens (1991). The remaining networks were initialized with random 
weights distributed uniformly on [-0.1,0.1]. 
After training, the performance of the SNN and the CVSN was tested on the 10000 
patterns. Finally, all eight networks were evaluated on the test data set to identify 
the BAPN. The mean absolute prediction error (MAPE) (Makradakis et ai, 1983) was 
used for making the comparisons. Table 5 shows the CVSN, the MAPE for the CVSN, 
the MAPE for the SNN and the percent reduction in MAPE using SNN as compared 
to using the CVSN, for all the 20 cases. For convenience, the numbers have been 
multiplied by 10000. As can be seen from Table 5, SNNs outperformed the CVSN in aU 
cases. Reduction in prediction errors achieved by using the SNN, as compared to using 
the CVSN, ranged from 7% to 41%. 
Graphical comparisons of the SNN with the CVSN and the BAPN for the different 
cases are shown in Figure 6. For clarity, in ail the figures, the predicted errors have been 
normalized with respect to the errors for the BAPN. When normalized in this manner, 
BAPN always has an average error of 1.0. The results shown in Figure 6 indicate 
that the behavior of A:-fold cross-validation tends to be erratic. Difference between the 
MAPE of CVSN and BAPN ranged from 0% to as high as 1.30%. There was also no 
apparent correlation between the performance of CVSN and the SNN with respect to 
sample size and noise levels. The reason for this behavior is that there are a number of 
other factors that can influence the level 1 data generated. The random peirtitioning of 
the data set into k data sets for cross-validation and the random weight initialization 
used in neural network training strongly influence the level 1 data. Moreover, it is 
known cross-validation estimate of prediction error can show high variance (Weiss and 
Kukilowski, 1991). These factors make it difficult to discern any systematic behavior 
in the performance of the CVSN and the SNN with respect to sample size and noise. 
However, these factors equally affect both SNN and CVSN. since they both make use 
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of the level 1 data. Therefore, it is easier to compare the relative performajice of SNNs 
with respect to CVSNs. In the following discussion we- focus attention on the relative 
performance of SNN with respect to the CVSN and how it is affected by noise and 
sample size. 
Figures 6(a) shows the performance comparisons of CVSN and SNN to BAPN for a 
sample size of 50, at different noise levels. The performance of CVSN for this sample size 
is good for low noise levels, however it performed very poorly at high noise. For a noise 
level of 2.5%, a reduction of 32% in error was obtained using SNN, as compared to using 
the BAPN. At higher noise levels SNN produced errors greater than BAPN. However, 
cross-validation performed very poorly for these cases. For 10% and 12.5% noise, the 
CVSN produced 130% and 67% greater error than BAPN. Poor performance of Ar-fold 
cross-validation implies that the level 1 data does not provide a reliable indication of 
model accviracy. Inaccurate level 1 data also affects the SNN adversely. SNN produced 
36% and 18% greater error than BAPN. Nonetheless, SNN was significantly better than 
the CVSN; This shows that even when level 1 data is inaccurate, SNN performed better 
than the CVSN. When level 1 data is unreliable, cross-validation is inaccurate and it is 
difficult to decide which model is appropriate. Under these conditions it seems unrea­
sonable to simply select one model and reject the others. SNN weights the other models, 
instead of simply using the wrong model. Averaging, as accomplished by stacking, seems 
to be beneficial under these circumstances. The results here demonstrate another im­
portant point: Performance of SNN and CVSN will be correlated. Correlation between 
the two methods is to be expected since SNN is using the same level 1 data as CVSN 
although in a different manner. The performance of both techniques depend on the 
accuracy of the level 1 data. 
Figure 6(b) shows the results for a sample size of 70. For this sample size, SNN 
outperformed the BAPN, for all noise levels. Clearly no single model is optimal, and 
model integration accomplished by SNN finds a better model. .Again, the correlation 
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between CVSN and SNN is noticeable. CVSN performs very well in all Ccises shown. .\t 
the most, it produces 13% greater error than BAPN, indicating that the level 1 data 
is accurate. SNNs makes better use the level 1 data to construct a stacked model that 
produced average errors which were 10-26% lesser than BAPN. Accurate level 1 data 
allowed the SNNs to successfully integrate the independent information provided by the 
various candidate models. Hence it appears that SNNs can outperform the BAPN when 
a number of competing models are good predictors, there is low correlation between 
the errors made by the models and the level I data is accurate. Figvire 6(c) shows 
the results for sample size of 100. Cross-validation performs poorly at the low noise 
levels. It produces errors of up to 40% greater than BAPN. Maximimi error for the 
stacked model is 15% greater than B.APN. Figure 6(d) shows the results for sample size 
of 120. Cross-validation produces models with up to 34% greater error than B.A.PN. 
SNNs, on the other hand performs as well as or better than B.A.PN, for all the cases. 
Figures 6(c) and 6(d) also show SNN and CVSN performance similar to Figures 6(a) 
and 6(b). Correlation between SNN and CVSN performance is clearly evident. .A.s 
discussed earlier, such a correlation is to be expected. The interesting point is that the 
combination determined by the level 1 model consistently outperforms the single model 
selected by fc-fold cross-validation. 
To examine the robustness of SNNs with respect to varying noise levels, we plot the 
percent reduction in prediction error using stacking for different noise levels at several 
sample sizes (Figure 7). Stacking performance does not appear to be sensitive to noise 
since substantial improvements over CVSN could be obtained at all the noise levels 
used in this study. It can also be seen that the maximum improvement using SNN 
was produced at the smallest sample size of considered in this example (sample size of 
50). This can be expected because variation between the models tends to be larger and 
errors made by different models showed lesser correlation for small data sets. The linear 
correlation between the errors made by the models ranged from 0.2 to 0.6 for a sample 
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size of 50. For the larger sample sizes, the corresponding correlation coefficient ranged 
from 0.4 to 0.8. Hence combining was most beneficial at the small sample size. Smaller 
data sets also cause greater uncertainty regarding model selection, hence stacking rap 
be a safer strategy as opposed to selecting a single model. 
The above results suggest that the SNN can consistently outperform the CVSN 
irrespective of the accuracy of the level 1 data. It appears that the SNNs make better use 
of the level 1 data, as compared to A;-fold cross-validation. Of course, situations can axise 
when cross-validation can be better than the stacked modeling approach. For example, 
a poor level 1 generalizer can undermine the benefits of stacking. This has not been 
encountered by us, indicating the efficacy of the level 1 model used in this work. Since 
the level I model used in this example is linear, models with higher linear correlation to 
the actual output tend to be more heavily weighted. It is however possible that models 
whose outputs have low linear correlation could be important in a nonlinear sense. Such 
models cannot be effectively integrated by the linear level 1 model. It is important to 
identify ajid develop level 1 models which can develop nonlinear combinations of the 
candidate models. Identification of such general nonlinear level I models should further 
enhance the advantages of stacked modeling, and deserves further investigation. 
Conclusions 
In this work, a novel approach to empirical neural network based modeling of chem­
ical processes has been proposed. Conventional approaches identify and use a single 
model for prediction. We have presented a novel architecture, stacked neural networks 
(SNNs), that effectively integrates the knowledge acquired by different networks to ob­
tain a better predictive model. A technique for stacking neural networks has been 
developed and implemented. .A. linear model was used to stack the candidate networks. 
However any nonlinear model can also be used. Stacked modeling was illustrated using 
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a simple example and the performance of SNN was studied for two examples including 
the dynamic modeling of a chemical process. The examples demonstrate the feasibility 
of using stacked neural networks for improved modeling of chemical processes. 
The main results of this work are sxumnaxized below; 
1. Stacking consistently outperformed cross-validation for all the cases studied. The 
SNN approach described in this work appears to be a promising technique for em­
pirical ANN based plant process modeling. The only disadvantage of this method 
appears to be the increased computation time associated with developing the com­
bination. 
2. The lineax level 1 model used in this work was seen to be an effective method for 
combining the level 0 neural networks 
3. For the dynamic modeling example, SNN performance did not degrade with in­
creasing noise. SNN appears to be beneficial over a wide range of noise levels. 
Furthermore, the largest improvement using the SNN was obtained at the smallest 
saxaple size considered in the example. 
The concept of stacked modeling can be easily extended to models other than linear 
combinations of backpropagation neiu-al networks. Other empirical modeling methods 
like radial basis function modeling, polynomial regression, partial least squares can also 
be combined using the approach described in this work. A diversity of models used as the 
level 0 models should further enhance the performance of the present technique, since the 
errors produced by a diversity of models axe less likely to be correlated. It is important to 
determine what other models can be combined with neural networks. .A.chieving optimal 
performance would also require effective combining rules. Identification of such rules is 
an important issue for further research, and should be examined. 
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Table 1 Training data and cross-validation results for Example 1 
Pattern Training Data Cross-validation 
X y z w wii"' •»» .CU w2j 
1 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 1.0 
2 0 0 1 1 0.0 1.5 2.0 
3 0 1 0 1 0.0 1.5 2.0 
4 0 1 1 2 0.0 3.0 3.0 
5 1 0 0 1 1.0 0.0 0.0 
6 1 0 1 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
7 1 1 0 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
8 1 1 1 3 1.0 2.5 2.0 
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Table 2 Comparisons of models for Example 1 
Model E(MSE) MSE r 
(Test Data) (Test Data) 
w=x 1.50 1.33 0.57 
w=1.33y+1.33z 0.59 0.36 0.81 
Nearest Neighbor 1.00 0.50 0.70 
Stacked model 0.02 0.08 0.99 
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Table 3 Comparisons of models for Example 2 
Network RMSE 
(Data Set ^2) 
RMSE 
(Data Set 53) 
NRMS on S3 
6x5x1 6.24 5.13 0.32 
6x10x1 6.06 0.33 0.34 
6x20x1 14.15 12.60 0.80 
6x40x1 12.54 11.50 0.73 
SNN 5.40 3.94 0.25 
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Table 4 Constants and Steady-State Operating Conditions for the CSTR 
T 60s 
Cl 5x10^ 
C-l lxlO®5-^ 
Qi 10000 cal mol~^ 
Q- i  15000 cal mol~^ 
R 1.987 cal mol~^ K~^ 
5000 cai mol~^ 
P I K g / L  
Cp 1000 cal kg~^ K~^ 
A.- 1.0 mol/L 
Ri 0.0 mol/L 
Ao 0.492 mol/L 
Ro 0.508 mol/L 
Ti 427K 
To 430K 
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Table 5 Comparison of the models for the continuous stirred tank reactor 
data 
Sample % Noise CVSN MAPE MAPE %reduction in MAPE 
size (CVSN) (SNN) using SNN 
50 2.5 N2 77.7 48.7 37 
50 5.0 N3 92.9 67.5 27 
50 7.5 N2 125.2 89.4 29 
50 10.0 N2 130.1 77.2 41 
50 12.5 Nz 90.1 63.4 29 
70 2.5 N4 74.7 59.6 20 
70 5.0 N3 67.0 54.4 19 
70 7.5 N3 67.8 53.8 20 
70 10.0 Nz 73.5 48.8 34 
70 12.5 N4 67.9 60.0 12 
100 2.5 Ns 92.9 78.6 15 
100 5.0 N, 103.5 81.0 22 
100 7.5 N2 83.3 77.6 7 
100 10.0 N2 80.9 69.4 14 
100 12.5 N2 76.3 65.8 14 
120 2.5 iVs 94.6 72.1 24 
120 5.0 N, 95.0 68.7 28 
120 7.5 N2 95.3 73.6 23 
120 10.0 .'V's 73.4 58.0 21 
120 12.5 N2 63.8 58.7 8 
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Figure I An illustrarion of srarked generalization 
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Linear combination 
determined by 
stacked generalization 
Competing networks 
Figure '1 Architecture for stacked neural networks 
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Rgure 6(a); Comparison of SNN and CVSN for sample stze=50 
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* BAPN 
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Rgure 6(b): Companson of SNN and CVSN for sample size=70 
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Figure 6 Comparison of "SXX" with "BAPX" and "C\ SX" 
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Rgure 6(c); Comparison of SNN and CVSN for sample size=100 
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Figure 6(d); Comparison of SNN and CVSN for sample size=120 
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INFORMATION THEORETIC SUBSET SELECTION FOR 
NEURAL NETWORK MODELS 
A paper submitted to the Computers and Chemical Engineering journal 
Dasaratha Sridhar, Eric B. Bartlett and Richard C. Seagrave 
Abstract 
In this work, an information theoretic subset selection (ITSS) scheme for neural net­
work based modeling of chemical processes is proposed. Neural network models have 
proven to be useful empirical models for identifying complex nonlinear chemical pro­
cesses. ITSS selects am informative subset to be used as input data for constructing a 
neural network model. ITSS can select useful subsets regardless of the dependencies be­
tween the process outputs and inputs and are thus appropriate for neural network based 
process modeling. The feasibility of the ITSS method is explored through its application 
to three example problems. Results obtained show that ITSS is capable of identifying 
subsets for developing viable ANN models. ITSS can often identify simpler neural mod­
els with better generalization and ease of interpretation, while reducing computational 
costs of network training. 
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Introduction 
Industrial processes usually exhibit complex nonlinear behavior which may not be 
well understood. Engineers commonly use empirical models to approximate the behav­
ior of such processes. Recently artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been applied for 
empirical modeling of chemical plant processes (Bhat and McAvoy, 1990; Pollard, 1992; 
Piovoso and Owens, 1991). These applications exploit the ability of the ANN to approx­
imate arbitrarily complex functions (Homik et aL, 1989; Cybenko, 1989). In addition, 
ANNs axe able to generalize and are considered to be noise and fault-tolerant (Lippman, 
1987). 
In practice, several factors may limit the successful application and development of a 
neural network model. One of the critical factors is the dimensionality of the input space. 
The problems associated with high input dimensionality in neural network modeling are 
well recognized. A large number of inputs dramatically increases the computational cost 
of the learning phast* (Judd. 1990). Judd shows that the neural network learning problem 
is non-polynomial time complete; .\s the number of input variables n increases, the cost 
of obtaining a solution increases faster than a polynomial of order n. The presence of a 
large number of inputs would also require a large number of network parameters to be 
estimated and can cause poor network generalization (Geman et al., 1991). For example, 
it is known for radial basis function networks that the number of hidden units required 
increases exponentially with increasing input size (Haykin, 1994). As a result, there is a 
large increase in the number of weights to be estimated for the network with increasing 
input dimensionality. This could result in poor generalization. To avoid the problems 
cissociated with large input dimensionality, it is important to extract and train the -ANN 
with only those input features relevant to the mapping to be learned. Identifying a 
subset of the input space that is sufficient for developing the neural network model of 
interest is the focus of this work. 
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There axe two approaches that are used for extracting the information relevant to a 
mapping to be learned by the neural network. The first approach is to project all the 
information in the original set of input variables to a lower dimensional space retaining 
most of the information. Principal component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 1986) is one 
such technique for reducing the dimensionality of the input space. PCA transforms the 
n-dimensional input data vector into an n-dimensional vector of uncorrelated and mutu­
ally orthogonal principal components. Each principal component is a linear combination 
of the original input variables. Dimensionality is reduced by using only those principal 
components that accoimt for a certain amount of the total variance in the original input 
space. Leen et al. (1990) used PCA to reduce the dimension of speech signals, and 
used the compressed signals to train a neural network for vowel recognition. They re­
port significaiit reduction in training time, while maintaining the classification accuracy. 
PCA has also been used for extracting features from acoustic emission signals, which 
are then classified using a neural network (Yang and Dumont, 1991). Yang and Dumont 
also report significant reduction in network training time and size, without affecting 
classification accuracy. However, there are three main disadvantages to using principal 
component ajialysis. First PCA is a linear technique and nonlinear relationships between 
the inputs are ignored while estimating each principal component. Second, the variables 
in the principal component space do not have any physical meaning and are difficult 
to interpret. Third the principal components are simply transformations of the input 
variables, determined without taking the output variable into account. Hence the first 
few principal components may not neccesarily be the most important for predicting the 
output (Holcomb and Morari, 1992). Nonlinear principal component analysis (NLPCA) 
(Kramer, 1991) is a generalization of linear PCA as it can uncover and remove nonlinear 
relationships between the input variables. NLPCA operates by training a feedforward 
neural network to perform autoassociation: The network outputs are same as the net­
work inputs. However the nonlinear principal components are even more complex and 
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difBcult to interpret than the lineax principal components. NLPCA is also a transfor­
mation of the input space and does not account for the output, while determining each 
nonlinear principal component. There is also the additional difficulty associated with 
training a neural network to accomplish NLPCA. The main advantage of both PCA and 
NLPCA is that the entire input space is used to detemaine the reduced set of variables. 
This is because both the linear and nonlinear principal components are combinations of 
the original set of input variables. 
In contrast to PCA/NLPCA, the second approach for input variable dimensionality 
reduction attempts to identify a subset of the original input variables that axe relevant 
to the ANN mapping. Such methods cire appealing because the input variables that axe 
used in the ANN model can be easily interpreted by engineers and process operators, 
as they are the original physical input variables. The idea of using a reduced subset of 
the original input variables for a neural network model has been investigated by Bhat 
and McAvoy (1992) and Kamin (1990). These methods require the network be first 
trained using all of the input variables, and finally the inputs irrelevant to the .A.NN 
mapping are eliminated. While these methods lead to smaller networks with improved 
generalization, the entire input set needs to be used to train the network at the beginning. 
When the input dimensionality is large, it can be difficult to train a network using the 
entire input vector, and the computational cost of these network pruning techniques will 
be high. Moreover, these methods will be affected by the learning algorithm used for 
ANN development. An alternative approach is to grow a network starting from just one 
input, considered to be the most important (Basu, 1995). However if the network is 
not provided with an appropriate set of inputs initially, valuable training time could be 
wasted in learning a mapping with an incomplete set of inputs. 
The information theoretic subset selection approach (ITSS) described in this work, 
attempts to identify a subset of the input vaxiables that contains most of the infor­
mation in the input space relevant to the desired .A.NN mapping, prior to training the 
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ANN. Unlike methods based on lineax correlation, no assumptions are made regarding 
the nature of the relationship between the outputs and the inputs. The central idea 
behind ITSS is to use information theory (Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Watanabe, 1969) 
to analyze the mterdependency between process output ajid inputs. ITSS does not de­
pend on the learning technique used, as the subset is identified prior to neural network 
model development. Information theoretic methods have been used elsewhere for subset 
selection in the context of neural network based classification (Battiti, 1994). Battiti's 
approach is ba^ed on assessing the importance of each individual feature, one at a time, 
for classification. While this approach is simple, variables that are jointly important 
for classification may not be identified. The ITSS method is applicable to continuous 
outputs and considers information jointly held by the input variables. Another limita­
tion of Battiti's work is that no indication is provided as to when a selected subset is 
sufficient to model the output. Battiti's method requires the size of the subset desired 
to be specified a priori. In contrast, ITSS does not need the size of the subset to be 
specified. ITSS provides an estimate of the percentage of the total information con­
tained in a subset with respect to the entire input vector. Any subset that contains a 
large percentage of the information in the entire input vector is a candidate subset to be 
used for ANN development. The results of using the ITSS are plotted on a cumulative 
information theoretic curve (CITC). The CITC shows the percentage information the 
candidate subsets contain relative to using the entire input vector to predict the output. 
The CITC provides an indication of which subsets contain most of the information in the 
complete input vector that is important for predicting the output. Process engineers can 
also use the CITC to obtain insight about the input variables that are most important 
for predicting the output, prior to model development. 
Identifying a subset using ITSS can help alleviate the problem of poor generalization 
and poor estimation, while reducing training costs. It is also easier to examine a smaller 
network and extract information from it. For example, it is simpler to obtain insights 
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into the dynamics of a process using a smaller network (Bhat ajid McAvoy, 1992). There 
is also no need to limit the ajialysis to the subset that is generated using ITSS. It is 
possible that some variable important to the ANN model is different from that deter­
mined using the ITSS. The ITSS based approach can then be used as a staxting point for 
network pruning and growing techniques. Network pnming need not be accomplished 
after training with the entire input vector and networks need not be grown using the 
time consuming procedure of starting from just one input and then adding one input at 
a time. Pnming techniques can be applied to a ANN model trained with the ITSS based 
subset or networks can be grown starting with the ITSS based subset. The approach 
used would depend on whether the subset used initially underestimates or overestimates 
the actual size of the input space required. In either case, initiating network training 
with an informative subset should provided significantly higher training speeds while 
developing a model with good generalization. Although subsets selected using ITSS 
have many potential benefits, optimality cannot be guaranteed. For instance, the ANN 
might extract information in a different manner when presented with the entire input 
vector rather than an ITSS-based subset. The ITSS based ANN model can always be 
compared to other competing models, using some model selection criteria. For instance, 
when it is feasible to develop the .A.NN using the entire input vector, we can compute 
the error of the ANN based on the full input vector and the ITSS-based ANN, over a 
test data set. In this manner, we can check if a better neural network model has indeed 
been identified using the ITSS approach. We will demonstrate this idea in one of the 
example problems provided in this paper. 
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. First informa­
tion theoretic concepts are explained. The idea of subset selection using information 
theoretic methods is then discussed. Next the methodology for developing and using 
information theoretic subset selection (ITSS) and the cumulative information theoretic 
curve (CITC) is provided. The method is first illustrated using a simple example, fol­
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lowed by application to two process identification problems. Results obtained show that 
ITSS can successfully identify the input variables important for predicting the output, 
regardless of the nature of their relationship to the output and prior to development of 
the neural network model. By identifying a smaller set of important input variables, 
ITSS can aid in the rapid development of neural networks with better generalization 
and ease of interpretation. 
Information Theoretic Analysis 
Overview 
Information theory (Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Watanabe, 1969; Ash, 1990) is 
concerned with the engineering and analysis of communication systems. Our interest in 
i n f o r m a t i o n  t h e o r y  i s  i n  i t s  a b i l i t y  t o  a c c o m p l i s h  i n t e r d e p e n d e n c y  a n a l y s i s  ( P r e s s  e t  a l . ,  
1986). Information theoretic methods are useful for developing nonlinear measures of 
association between variables and have found application in neural network modeling. 
Examples include the development of training algorithms with relative entropy as the 
objective function (Bichsel and Seitz, 1989), for self-determination of input variable 
importance using neural networks (Bartlett, 1994a), and a dynamic node architecture 
learning to automatically determine the optimal hidden layer size for neuraJ networks 
(Bartlett, 1994b). 
Interdependency analysis using information theory 
Shannon's information theory provides a formalism for quantifying the information 
content of any vector x. It also allows measures of association to be developed between 
any two vectors x and y. We first explain the basic concepts considering a discrete 
vector X that can take on M discrete values Xi.Xj x.v/. Define p, as the probability 
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that X can take on the value x,-. 
p,-=p(x = x.) (1) 
The probability p,- can be estimated using the frequency of occurrence of the vector x,-
Ni 
p. = Iv (2) 
where AT,- is the number of occurrences of the vector x,- in the data set and N is the 
total number of patterns in the data set. The entropy or information presented by the 
variable x can then be defined as 
M 
H{x) =-Y,Piln{pi) (3) 
t=i 
If x can tcike only one value the information contained in x is 0. The information in 
X is maximized when there is equal probability of occurrence of each of the M possible 
vectors. The joint information content H(x,y) of two vectors x and y can be defined 
analogous to Equation 3. 
H{x,y) = -Y^ pijln{pij) (4) 
ij 
where p.-y is the probability that x wiU take on the value x,- and y will take on the value 
Yj. pij is given by the equation 
/Y-. 
P i j  = p(x = X.-, y  =  y j )  =  ^  (5) 
where Nij is the number of joint occurrences of the vectors x, and yj in the data set. 
The entropy of y given x. H(y|x), is a measure of the information in the vector y when 
X is known. H(yjx) is given by: 
H{y\x) =-Y^Pijln-^ (6) 
Pi 
It can be shown that 
H i y \ x )  =  H { x , y ) - H i x )  (7) 
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An asymmetric dependency coefficient (ADC) that measures the dependency of y on x, 
U(y(x) can then be defined as 
= (S) 
The above equation can also be written as: 
Equation 9 gives a very useful measure of association between the vectors y and x. 
U(y|x) does not depend on the nature of the functional relationship between y and x. 
U(ylx) measures the extent to wiiich knowledge of x provides information about y. If 
U(y|x) is 0 it means that x does not contain any useful information about y, and it is 
not possible to predict y to any extent using x. A value of 1 implies that knowledge of 
X completely determines y, and it is possible to predict y exactly using x. 
For real world problems, variables are often continuous rather than discrete. For a 
vector x of continuous variables, the entropy can be defined as 
^ ( x )  =  - j  p { x ) l o g { p { x ) ) d x  (10)  
where p(x) is the probability density function of x. Equation 10 is difficult to evaluate 
since p(x) often needs to be estimated from the provided samples. However we caji divide 
the input domain into a finite number of regions within which p(x) is assumed to be 
constant. Equation 10 can now be approximated by Equation 3, and it is then possible 
to evaluate the integral. Similarly we can compute H(y) and H(x,y) using Equation 3 
and Equation 4, after dividing the corresponding vector domain into a finite number of 
regions. The U{y\x) for continuous variables can then be estimated from Equation 9. 
Information theoretic subset selection 
Before the information theoretic approach to subset selection is discussed, a few 
words about the idea of subset selection are in order. A comprehensive discussion on 
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subset selection for lineax models czin be found in the book by Miller (1990). Much of 
the ideas behind subset selection in the context of linear models can be extended to 
neural network models. While developing a neural network model one might be inclined 
to use all of the available input variables in the model. However as more input variables 
are used, a larger number of weights are needed in the neural network. Larger numbers 
of weights means that there is greater uncertainty in estimating the weights, and this 
uncertainty can lead to increases in the variance of model predictions. This can cause 
poor network generalization. Hence it is important to include only those variables which 
contain significant information regarding the output. 
The central idea behind information theoretic subset selection (ITSS) is to find a 
vector Xj which is a subset of the original data vector x such that x, contains almost 
all of the information in x that is important for predicting the output vector y. Let 
the dimensionality of the input and output vectors be m and n, respectively. Denote a 
candidate subset of the original vector x as Xjp, where p indicates the dimensionality of 
the subset input vector. Define the asynametric dependency between the subset input 
vector and the output as t/(y|xsp). Define the asymmetric dependency between the 
entire input vector and the output as U(y|x). Then the objective of ITSS is to determine 
Xjp such that: 
t^(y|x5p)-i7(y|x) < e (11) 
where e  is deemed to be an acceptably small loss of information in the input space 
with respect to predicting the output. Equation 11 can be used to evaluate the loss of 
information by using any subset instead of the entire input vector. A general approach 
to information theoretic subset selection (ITSS) for ANN models is given below: 
1. Calculate i7(y|x). 
2. Generate a candidate subset Xjp and determine O'(yjXsp) 
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3. Use Equation 11 to check if the candidate subset is satisfactory. 
4. If the candidate subset is satisfactory stop, else go to step 2. 
5. Train an ANN on the selected subset. 
6. Use some model selection criteria to determine if the ITSS-based ANN model is 
more acceptable that other competing models. One possible way to select a model 
is to compute the error of all the models over a test set, and select the model with 
the least estimated prediction error. For instance, when it is feasible to develop 
the ANN using the entire input vector, we can compute the error of an .ANN 
based on the full input vector and the ITSS-based ANN, over a test data set. The 
ITSS-based ANN can then be selected if it has lower estimated prediction error. 
In practice, two main issues need to be addressed to implement the ITSS algorithm. 
First of all, a method to estimate U{y\xsp) from the sample data is required. Secondly, 
an algorithm to generate candidate subsets for evaluation is needed. 
Computation of £/(y|xsp) 
Estimation of the asymmetric dependency requires an estimation of the probability 
density functions for x, y and the joint probability density function for x and y. A 
common approach is to approximate the probabilities using a large number of discrete 
"bins" and then counting the number of patterns in each bin (Bartlett, 1994). It is 
crucial not to use too many "bins" since random noise may be considered as important 
functional variations. On the other hand, not using enough bins can result in a loss 
of accuracy. Although the approach of using bins to estimate probabilities is simple, 
it has limitations. For example, consider a system with two variables and X2 which 
are in the interval [0,1]. Suppose we set the number of information bins to 20 for both 
the variables. Then any variation above 0.05 in either xi or xq would be considered 
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important information. The problem with this approach is that the binning criteria is 
applied to the variables one at a time. Consider a input pattern Pi (xi,x2). Consider 
another input pattern Pj, + 0.04, X2 + 0.04). Applying the binning criteria would 
assume that P2 is no different from Pi and provides no useful information. However 
this may not be very reasonable, since we have looked at each variable one at a time, 
and not at the complete pattern. Based on the complete pattern, one might be inclined 
to decide that P2 is a different pattern. Therefore, it is essential to include another 
criteria to judge if two patterns are different that accounts for joint variation in the 
input variables. Our approach is to form clusters based on the Euclidean distance as 
well as the bins to decide if a new pattern falls in a different cluster from a previous one. 
A pattern P2 is deemed to fail in the same cluster as Pi if each variable is in the same 
bin ajid the Euclidean distance is also less thaji a certain value. We have found this 
approach better estimates the probability density functions, and hence the information 
theoretic dependency measures. 
Generation of candidate subsets 
There are several well known search algorithms for generating candidate subsets. An 
obvious method is to use an exhaustive search over all the input variables; this however 
would be computationally infeasible except for small input vectors. .A. review of various 
search algorithms for input feature selection can be found in the book by Fukunaga 
(1990). The most commonly used techniques include forward selection and backward 
elimination. We briefly discuss how these methods can be applied in the context of 
information theoretic subset selection. The forward selection procedure generates a new 
subset by adding one input variable at a time to the current subset. .A.t each stage, 
the variable to be added is selected so that the new enlarged input vector maximizes 
6''(y|Xap). The variable addition is terminated when the condition in Equation 11 is 
satisfied. In the backward elimination procedure we start with the entire input vector, 
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and delete one input at a time until further deletion of any variable results in the 
Equation 11 condition being violated. More sophisticated search procedures like the 
branch and bound algorithm also exist (Fukimaga, 1990). For the sake of simplicity we 
restrict attention to the forward selection algorithm in this paper. 
We show the results of using the ITSS by plotting C/(ylxsp) against the number of 
variables in the subset. This plot will be referred to as the cumulative information the­
oretic cturve (CITC). CITC not only demonstrates the progress of the variable selection 
approach but also shows the important input variables. Such a plot can be of great 
value to process operators and engineers since an idea of important process parameters 
can be obtained prior model development. An example of such a plot is shown in Figure 
1. The CITC in Figure 1 shows the restdt of using ITSS on a process with four input 
variables and one output \'ariable. The CITC shows that variable 4 is the single most 
important variable. N'ariable 4 along with variable 2 are the two variables that are jointly 
the most important. The curve also shows that variables 4 and 2 contain almost all of 
the information contained in the input space, that is important to predict the output. 
It is therefore clear to the modeler that variables 4 and 2 are important process input 
variables that ought to be included in any predictive model. 
Example 1 
The first example is intended to illustrate ITSS in a simple manner. The data set for 
this problem is shown in Table I. The data set consists of 12 patterns with four inputs 
ii, i2, 3:3, X4 and one output y. All variables in this problem are discrete. xi can take 
on any one of three discrete values from the set {0.1,2}. X2 and X4 can take on values 
from the set {1,2}. X3 is a function of Z2, given by 
X3 = X2 (12) 
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The dependent variable y is given by: 
y = xix2 (13) 
Although the superficial dimensionality of the input space in this problem is 4, the 
output y can be predicted using only two of the four input variables, is a redundant 
variable. X2 and X3 are correlated and either one of these variables along with xi, is 
sufficient to predict y. 
ITSS was applied to this problem to identify subsets sufficient for modeling the sys­
tem. Table 2 shows the results of using ITSS. In Stage I, ITSS considers the asymmetric 
dependency between the output and each individual variable. Xt is selected 33 the most 
important variable with an ADC of 0.65. The reason that xi is the most important can 
be understood by examining the data set shown in Table I. Knowing xj, y can only 
take on two values. For example when xi is I, y is either 1 or 2, and when xi is 2, y 
is either 2 or 4. Knowing X2 however leaves us with three possible values for y. When 
12 is 1, y can take on the values 0, 1 and 2 and when X2 is 2, y Ccin take on the values 
0, 2 and 4. Therefore knowledge of xi is more valuable in reducing the uncertainty in 
y, as compared to using X2. Information theoretic methods provide us with a method­
ology to quaintitatively express the above reasoning. X2 and X3 are shown to be equally 
important and both have an ADC of 0.17. The output vciriable y is related differently 
to X2 as compared to X3. However, it is obvious that both of them are equally good 
predictors of y. This has been correctly identified using the ITSS algorithm. X4 has no 
information regarding the output as it has an .A.DC of 0.0. In Stage II, subsets with 
two variables are considered. One of the variables in any subset evaluated in Stage II 
is xi eis it was the most important variable in Stage I. Therefore the subsets evaluated 
in Stage II are {(xi,xj),j = 2 < j < 4}. The subsets {xi,x2} and {xi.xs} both result 
in a t/(ylx) of 1.0. The subset {xi,x4} has the same information as {xi}, as expected. 
ITSS has determined two subsets that contain all of the relevant information in the 
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four-dimensional input space to leam the required mapping. No assumption was made 
whatsoever regarding the nature of the mapping. The results of the ITSS procedure are 
shown on the CITC in Figure 2. CITC shows that xi is the single most important input 
variable for determining the output of the system. The curve also provides insight into 
the important groups of variables. As can be seen from Equation 13, there is a strong 
interaction between xi and X2. The presence of such an interaction is clearly indicated 
in the CITC. An important point to note here is that ITSS carmot determine whether 
the causal variables are xi and X2 or xi ajid Z3. In ajiy case, this causality is impossible 
to determine from the data alone. 
Example 2 
The second example illustrates the application of ITSS to modeling of a nonlineeir 
plajit. The plant to be modeled is given by the following equation; 
V p i k  +  l )  = f i y p { k ) , y p { k  -  1), j/p(fc - 2),u(fc),tz(A: - 1)) (14) 
where yp{k + 1) is the next time sample of the output of the plant, yp{k) is the current 
output, yp{k — 1) and yp{k — 2) are the output of the plant at the previous two time 
samples of the plant. The current input is u(k), and u(k-l) is the previous input. 
Denoting t/p(A:), yp{k — 1), yp{k — 2), u(k), u(k-l) as xi, X2, X3, X4 and X3, respectively, 
the function / has the form 
r r  1 ^13^2^3^5(2^3 1) "I" ^4 /ir\ J[XuX2,X3,X4,X5\  =  ^ , 3  
i *7" X2 "r 2^ 
Narendra and Parthasarthy (1990) have used backpropagation neural networks (VVer-
bos, 1994) to model the plant defined by Equations 14 and 15. Specht (1991) showed 
that the same plant could also be modeled using a General Regression Neural Network 
(GRNN). We demonstrate here that ITSS can be used to identify the important variables 
that affect the plant dynamics before model development is undertaken. Furthermore, 
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by using ITSS with the GRNN models, we will show that simpler models with better 
generalization caji be obtained. The training data are generated in the same maimer as 
described in Specht (1991). To generate the training data, a random input signal uni­
formly distributed in [-1,1] was used. The data collection was carried out for 1000 time 
steps. A large test data set of 10000 patterns was also generated in a similar manner. 
ITSS was applied to this problem to analyze the training data. Figure 3 shows the GITC 
obtained for this data. Input 4, or u(k), which is the input at the previous time step is 
the single most important variable. u(k) contains 62% of the information in the input 
space useful for predicting yp{k -|-1). u(k) cind yp{k — 1) jointly contain 74% of the useful 
information and u(k), yp{k — 1) and yp{k — 2) contain 92% of the information useful for 
predicting y. Therefore, three of the five variables account for a significant part of the 
dynamics. These results can be understood by examining the structure of Equation 15. 
We can rewrite Equation 15 as below 
Note that the function can be represented as the sum of two functions /i and /2. The 
first term /i does not depend on X4, while the second term /2 does not depend on xi 
or on X5. Based on the results of the information theoretic analysis, we suspected that 
the contribution of fi to f would be small relative to the contribution of /2. To verify 
whether this is true, we computed the average absolute value of /i for the entire training 
data set. This value was found to be 0.02. The plots of f and /2 are shown in Figure 4. 
It is evident from the plot that there is not much difference between the two functions, 
f and /a. This means that the plant dynamics can indeed be accurately represented to 
a laxge extent using /z, which is a function of X2, ^4- ITSS hcis extracted this 
knowledge from the training data, without assuming the form of functional relationship 
and without using any prior knowledge about the plant. The analysis demonstrates the 
X2, X3, X4, T5] — •rjJ-2X3l5(l3 - 1) « . O . •» * 1 -1- x^ + x^ 
(16)  
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capability of ITSS to identify the important variables that influence the plant dynamics. 
We now discuss GRNN model development based on ITSS. Examination of the CITC 
shows that the subsets {X4, 23, X2}, has U{y\x.) greater thaji 0.9 and was considered to be 
a candidate model. The ITSS based model as well as a GRNN model which uses all five 
inputs were developed using the approach discussed in Specht (1991). For comparison, 
we also developed a model bjised on {125 3:3, X4, 15}, which is the subset of four input 
variables identified by ITSS. For each model we minimized the prediction sums of square 
errors (PRESS) computed using leave one-out cross-validation (Weiss and Kukilowski, 
1991). The performance of the models was evaluated by computing the mean square 
error (MSE) over the test data set. The results obtained are shown in Table 3. The 
model based on the subset {14,13, X2} is seen to have the least PRESS, and therefore is 
preferable to using the entire input vector. The MSE obtained on the test data confirm 
the results: Model 1 is indeed the best with an MSE of 0.044, which is 24% less thaji 
using Model 3, that is the full model. A graphical compaxison of ITSS-based GRNN 
and the conventional GRNN model, for the first two hundred test patterns is shown in 
Figure 5. The ITSS-based GRNN is seen to be at least as effective as the full GRNN 
model in tracking the plant dynamics. 
To examine the performance of ITSS at smaller training data sample sizes, the entire 
procedure was then repeated with sample sizes of 100 and 50. As before, the CITC 
was generated for both cases, and the results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. For a 
sample size of 100, the subset {14.X2} had an ADC greater than 0.9 and were selected as 
an alternative to using the entire input set. The subsets {x4, X2, ^3}. aJid {X4, X2, X3, X5} 
were larger candidate subsets identified by ITSS and were also considered for purposes 
of comparison. Similarly, for a sample size of 50, the subsets {x4,x2}. {x4,x2,xi}, and 
{x4,X2,Xi,X5} were considered as candidate subsets. The entire model development 
process that was used previously with a sample size of 1000. was then repeated. The 
results for the sample sizes of 100 and 50 are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively. 
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It is seen that the models based on ITSS lead to better generalization of the GRNN 
models. Model 2 which uses the subset X4,i2,X3 has the least PRESS For a sample size 
of 100. On the test data, Model 2 has an MSE of 35% less than using Model 4 which 
used all of the input vaxiables. Model 1 with only two input variables X4, X2 had the least 
PRESS for the sample size of 50. MSE on the test data was 0.09 for Model 1, a 26% 
reduction over using Model 4 with all of the input variables. The graphical comparisons 
between the ITSS-based GRNN and the conventional GRNN for sample sizes of 100 and 
50 are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. Again it is seen that the ITSS-based 
GRNN is at least as effective as the full GRNN model. 
These results show that the ITSS based GRNN models lead to simpler models that 
consistently outperform the conventional GRNN models based on using the entire input 
vector for this problem. The example provided a good illustration of the advantages of 
modeling using ITSS-ba^ed subsets of the original input vector. It is very evident from 
Equation 15 that the plant output is a function of all the five input variables. However, 
better generalizers were developed using only two or three of the input variables as 
predictors. Although using all the input variables clearly has more information in this 
problem, this was offset by the increased input dimensionality and increased model 
complexity. This is because a larger number of weights are used in a GRNN model 
with higher dimensionality. Generating of subsets based on ITSS, allowed us to reduce 
dimensionality of the input space by using only the most important input variables, 
which in turn helped identify better predictive models than the models based on using 
the entire input set. 
Modeling the dynamics of a pH CSTR 
This example is intended to demonstrate the performance of information theoretic 
subset selection (ITSS) on a more practical chemical process modeling problem. The 
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problem, presented by Bhat and McAvoy (1990), is to model the dynamic response of pH 
in a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR). The pH tajik is known to be a first-order 
system with a highly nonlinear gain. The pH CSTR, shown in Figure 10, has two input 
streams, one containing sodiimi hydroxide and the other containing acetic acid (HAC). 
Stream 1 has a flowrate of Fi and an HAC concentration of Ci. Stream 2 has a flowrate 
of F2 and an NaOH concentration of C2. The concentration of Na'^ and total acetate 
(HAC + AC~) are ( and (f, respectively. The system is simulated by the following set 
of equations. 
d t  = FiCi — (Fi + F2)(f 
d C  
d t  = F2C2 — {Fi -t- F2)C 
Ka 
[ A C - ] [ H - ]  
[ H A C ]  
= m  +  [ O H - ]  
c+ =  [ O H - ' ]  +  [ A C - ]  
The steady state operating point and the process parameters are as given in the 
paper by Bhat ajid McAvoy (1990), and axe shown in Table 6. The objective is to 
identify a process model that can predict the future pH in the CSTR in response to 
changes in the flowrate of the input stream F2. Sampling time for the process was 0.2 
minutes. A database was developed by randomly varying F2 within 10% of the steady 
state operating point. The simulation was run for four hours. The data for the first 
hour was used as the training data set. The data collected over the next three hours 
were used as test data. 
It is assumed that the model order and the process dead-time are unknown. A s  in 
Bhat and McAvoy (1992), the past four values of the pH and flowrate are considered as 
inputs for the model. Therefore the model to be fit is of the form 
p H { t  +  l )  =  f { q { t - Z ) , q i t - 2 ) , q { t - l ) , q { t ) , p H { t - Z ) . p H { t - 2 ) . p H { t - l ) . p H { t ) )  (IS) 
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Before model development, ITSS was used to analyze the data set. The CITC for the 
pH teuik system is shown in Figure 11. Variable 8, that is pH(t), is seen to be the most 
important input variable as it contains 73% of the information important for predicting 
the pH at the next time step. The second most important vaxiable is variable 4, which 
is q(t). pH(t) and q(t) together contain 97% of the information for predicting the 
output. Therefore, ITSS has correctly identified the system to be of first order prior to 
model development, without making any assumptions about the pH dynamics. A neural 
network model can be constructed with just pH(t) and q(t) as the inputs to the system. 
We used a backpropagation network with 10 hidden nodes. No attempt was made 
to determine the optimal nimiber of hidden nodes, since our interest is in determining 
whether the appropriate number of nodes have been used in the input layer. A 2x10x1 (2 
input nodes, 10 hidden nodes and 1 output node) backpropagation network was trained 
using the scaled conjugate gradient algorithm (MoUer, 1993). The result of testing the 
network are shown in Figure 12. The ANN model is seen to closely follow the dyneimics 
of the pH process. The test mean square error was 0.03. For comparison purposes, we 
also trained a network using all of the input variables. The number of hidden nodes 
for the full models was also chosen to be 10. The architecture of this network was 
8x10x1. The mean square error for the full model over the test data set was O.OS. The 
performance of the full BPN model is shown in Figure 13. The generalization of the 
full model is marginally worse when compared to the ITSS-based ANN. The ITSS-based 
model has the additional advantage of having a simpler architecture, and required only 
41 weights to be estimated. Using the full BPN required 101 weights to be estimated. 
In their work, Bhat and Mc.A.voy proposed the StripNet algorithm to identify the 
appropriate size of the input layer. They train a network with all eight inputs and 
then strip the network weights to an appropriate size by eliminating unnecessary inputs 
and hidden nodes. The StripNet algorithm determines that the same two inputs are 
important. By using ITSS. the appropriate inputs were determined before initiating 
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training. There is no need to use all the eight inputs in the beginning. The network 
needs to be trained only with the two inputs that are important for predicting the 
output. Network pruning algorithms like StripNet can always be used to strip the 
network of any unneccesary hidden nodes. However processing the data with ITSS will 
significantly reduce the computational burden on the network pruning methodology since 
the appropriate inputs are known a priori. In this example, the hidden node pruning 
would have to be applied to a 2x10x1 neural network, as compared to a 8x10x1 network. 
The ITSS methodology can also be used with network growing approaches as in 
Basu (1995), or algorithms like cascade correlation (Fahlman, 1990) that simply grow 
the hidden layer. Basu's method initiates training with the single most important input. 
As training progresses, the other inputs are added. However, with the ITSS approach it 
has already been identified that two variables together contain most of the information. 
Hence training could be initiated with 2 input nodes rather than just one, which we know 
is insufficient. There is no need to spend time in attempting to train a model with just 
one input. In problems where a relatively large number of inputs are important, ITSS 
can be very valuable when used with network growing approaches. Since it determines 
an appropriate input vector prior to training, the ITSS can considerably reduce the 
computational burden on these network growing techniques. 
We also experimented with ITSS to determine if the system could correctly identify 
the dead time in the pH dynamic system. As in Bhat and McAvoy (1992), six units 
of dead time was added to the simulation of the pH system. .Assuming that the dead 
time is unknown, 16 inputs, which include the past eight values of the flow rate and the 
past eight values of the pH were considered. Although the superficial dimensionality 
for this problem has doubled as compared to the previous study with no dead time, the 
underlying dimensionality of the process dynamics has not changed. .Application of ITSS 
results in the CITC shown in Figure 14. Variable 16, which is pH(t), is identified to be 
the most important variable as it contains 73% of the information. Addition of variable 
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2, which is q(t-6) results in a subset that contains 95% of the information. pH(t) and q(t-
6) appear to be sufficient for modeling the dynamics of the system. Therefore ITSS has 
correctly identified the dead time and model order of the pH tank system ajid we need 
to use only two of the sixteen inputs provided to develop a neural network model. The 
StripNet algorithm, by comparison, would require a network with 16 input nodes to be 
trained, and then stripped to the appropriate size. As in the previous study, we trained 
a network using only the two important inputs and another network that used all of the 
16 input variables. The mean square error (MSE) on the test data set was 0.031 for the 
ITSS-based network. In comparison, the MSE for the full model was 0.11. Hence, we 
again see that ITSS helped identify a simpler network with better generaiization, while 
reducing computational costs. 
Conclusions 
In this work, a information theoretic subset selection (ITSS) scheme for neural net­
work based modeling of chemical processes is proposed. The ITSS method uses infor­
mation theory to analyze the interdependency between process outputs and inputs. The 
technique is general and can be used with any nonlinear empirical modeling approach. 
ITSS attempts to identify a subset of the input space that contains most of the in­
formation in the input space relevant to the desired mapping, prior to developing the 
neural network model. ITSS can select appropriate subsets regardless of the dependen­
cies between the process outputs and inputs. The methodology considered in this work 
is based on the forward selection approach similar to the method used for development 
of linear regression models. However, the ITSS method is general and can be used with 
any subset selection scheme such as backward elimination or branch and bound meth­
ods. Identification of eflfective subset selection schemes that can be used with ITSS, is 
an important subject for future work. The results of using the ITSS are presented on 
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a cumulative information theoretic curve (CITC), which provides insight on the input 
variables that are collectively importajit, to predict the output. The CITC can provide 
the process engineers and operators with a useftil estimate of the importance of different 
variables groups, prior to model development. The CITC also provides an indication of 
which subsets contain most of the information in the complete input vector. 
The application of the ITSS approach was first illustrated using a simple example. 
Then the feasibility of the ITSS method was explored through its application to two 
process identification problems, including the dynamic modeling of a nonlinear chemical 
reactor. Results obtained show that ITSS is capable of identifying subsets for devel­
oping viable ANN models. In both the process identification examples, we found that 
processing the data using the ITSS algorithm provided us with insight into the process 
dynamics prior to model development. Application of ITSS is seen to lead to simpler 
neural network models, that often show improved generalization, while greatly reducing 
the computational burden associated with network training. Simpler models are easier 
to analyze and interpret, which is of immense value to process engineers and operators. 
The only limitation of the ITSS approach is that the success of the method depends on 
the availability of sufficient training data which is, in any case, needed to develop an 
effective empirical model. We have also discussed how it would be beneficial to integrate 
the ITSS approach with network growing or pruning techniques. Investigation of such 
an approach is an interesting avenue for further research. 
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Table 1 Training data for Example 1 
X i  X 2  ^4 y 
0 1 1 2 0 
1 2 4 2 2 
2 1 1 1 2 
0 2 4 2 0 
I 1 1 1 1 
2 2 4 2 4 
0 1 1 1 0 
1 2 4 1 2 
2 1 1 2 2 
0 2 4 1 0 
1 1 1 2 1 
2 2 4 1 4 
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Table 2 Application of ITSS to the data set in Example 1 
Stage Candidate Subset U(y|x,p) Subset selected 
I Xi 0.65 Xi 
X2 0.17 
0.17 
X4 0.00 
II Xi,Z2 1.00 X i , X 2  
X l , X 3  1.00 X i , X 3  
J 0.65 
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Table 3 Application of ITSS in Example 2 for a sample size of 1000 
Model# Subset u PRESS MSE (Test Data) 
1 X4,X3,X2 0.92 0.043 0.044 
2 0.99 0.054 0.055 
3 X4,X3,X2,X5,Xi 1.00 0.056 0.058 
Table 4 Application of ITSS in Example 2 for a sample size of 100 
Model# Subset u PRESS MSE (Test Data) 
1 X4^X2 0.93 0.10 0.083 
2 a:4,X2,X3 1.0 0.08 0.068 
3 X4,X2?X3^X5 1.0 0.11 0.099 
4 X4 1 1.0 0.12 0.105 
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Table o Applicatioa of ITSS in Example 2 for a scimple size of 50 
Model# Subset u PRESS MSE (Test Data) 
1 14^X2 0.98 0.109 0.090 
2 X4,X2,Xi  1.00 0.13 0.100 
3 •2^4 7^21^11^5 1.00 0.14 0.110 
4 ^41^2 11^51^3 1.00 0.146 0.122 
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Table 6 Steady state operating condition of the pH CSTR 
Parameters used in the simulation Value 
Volume of the tank 
Flow rate of acetic acid 
Steady state flow rate of NaOH 
Steady state pH 
Concentration of acetic acid 
Concentration of NaOH 
Initial concentration of sodium in the CSTR 
Initial concentration of sodium in the CSTR 
1000 L 
81 1 min~^ 
515 I min~^ 
7  
0.32 mol /-I 
0.05 mol 
0.0432 mol 
0.0435 mol 
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AN INFORMATION THEORETIC APPROACH FOR 
COMBINING NEURAL NETWORK PROCESS MODELS 
A paper submitted to the Neural Networks journal 
Dasaratha Sridhaj, Eric B. Bartlett and Richard C. Seagrave 
Abstract 
Typically neiiral network modelers in chemical engineering focus on identifying and 
using a single hopefully optimal neural network model. Using a single optimal model 
implicitly assumes that one neural network model can extract ail the information avail­
able in a given data set and that the other candidate models are redundant. In general, 
there is no assurance that any individual model has extracted ail relevant information 
from the data set. Recently, Wolpert (1992) proposed the idea of stacked generalization 
to combine multiple models. Sridhar et al. (1996) implemented stacked generalization 
for neural networks models by integrating multiple neural networks into an architecture 
known as stacked neural networks (SNNs). Stacked neural networks consist of a combi­
nation of the candidate neural networks and were shown to provide improved modeling 
of chemical processes. However, in Sridhar's work stacked neural networks were limited 
to using a linear combination of ANNs. While a linear combination is simple and easy 
to use, it can utilize only those model outputs that have a high linear correlation to the 
output. Models that are useful in a nonlinear sense are wasted if a linear combination 
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is used. In this work we propose an information theoretic stacking (ITS) algorithm for 
combining neiural network models. The ITS algorithm identifies and combines useful 
models regardless of the nature of their relationship to the actual output The power of 
the ITS algorithm is demonstrated through three exzimples including application to a 
dynamic process modeling problem. Results obtained demonstrate that the SNNs devel­
oped using the ITS algorithm can achieve highly improved performance as compared to 
selecting and using a single hopefully optimal network or using SNNs based on a linear 
combination of neural networks. 
Introduction 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been used in chemical engineering for dy­
namic modeling (Bhat and McAvoy, 1990; Pollard et al., 1992), fault diagnosis (Hoskins 
and Himmelblau, 1988; Venkatasubramaniam and Chan, 1989) and steady state process 
modeling (Joseph et al., 1992). The approach to ANN based process modeling has been 
to consider a number of candidate models, and to select one model which is expected to 
best predict the process outputs, given the process inputs. The selected model is the one 
that is expected to have least prediction error in the future. The expected prediction 
error of the candidate models is usually computed on data reserved for testing the model. 
Using a single optimal model implicitly assumes that one .A-NN model can extract all 
the information available in the data set and that the other candidate models are re­
dundant. In general, there is no assurance that any individual model has extracted all 
relevant information from the data set. Recently Sridhar et al. (1996) showed that bet­
ter predictive models can be obtained by stacked modeling. Stacked modeling refers to 
the idea of stacking or integrating the candidate networks into an architecture known cis 
Stacked Neural Networks (SNNs). Stacked neural networks were inspired by the stacked 
generalization approach proposed by Wolpert (1992). However, in our previous work, 
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SNN development was limited to a linear combination of the candidate networks. While 
a linear combination is simple and easy to use, a linear combiner can make use of only 
those models which have high linear correlation to the output variable. It is however 
possible that models whose outputs have low linear correlation could be important in a 
nonlinear sense. Such models cannot be effectively integrated by a linear combiner. It 
is therefore important to develop algorithms which can combine useful ANN models re­
gardless of the natiire of their relationship to the actual output. The focus of this paper 
is to describe and demonstrate the application of a new technique called the information 
theoretic stacking (ITS) algorithm that determines a combination of neural networks to 
obtain improved process models. The ITS algorithm is a general technique for combin­
ing candidate ANNs that does not require the form of the combination to be specified. 
Instead the ITS uses the data itself to come up with the appropriate combining rule. 
ITS uses a two stage approach to combine the candidate ANNs. In the first stage, 
ITS selects an informative subset of models to be used in the combination. The selection 
of an informative subset of models is based on applying information theoretic analysis 
(Watanabe, 1969; Shannon and Weaver, 1949). Information theory allows interdepen-
dency analysis (Press et al., 1986) without making any assumptions about the nature 
of the relationship between variables. As a result ITS can identify useful subsets of the 
candidate models without making any assumption about how they relate to the actual 
output. Selection of a subset of the candidate models has several advantages. The 
presence of a lajge number of models increases input dimensionality for the combining 
algorithm and makes accurate estimation difficult with limited data. As a result the 
full benefits of combining the candidate networks may not be realized. By using an 
informative subset ITS avoids the problems associated with high input dimensionality. 
Using only a subset of the candidate models has the additional advantage of keeping 
the structure of the SNN as simple as possible and it also decreases the time required 
to develop the nonparametric combining rule. 
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In the second stage a nonpaxametric modeling technique is used to develop a com­
bination of the models that were selected in the first stage. The advantage of using a 
nonpaxametric combiner is that we do not restrict the combination to be of a specific 
form. Instead we allow models to be combined in a manner that is determined from the 
data. The nonparajnetric combiner used in this work is the general regression neural 
network (GRNN) (Specht, 1990). The GRNN model is a nonpaxametric technique that 
can model any process regardless of the nature of the relationship between the outputs 
and inputs. Moreover, the GRNN is a memory based system and is therefore easy to 
develop. 
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. We first discuss 
the theory behind the ITS technique. Second, the methodology for implementation of 
the ITS algorithm is provided. The ITS algorithm is first illustrated on a classification 
problem. The second example demonstrates application of ITS to a function mapping 
problem. Following this, the feasibility of the ITS algorithm is explored through ap­
plication to a dynamic process modeling problem. Results obtained demonstrate that 
SNNs using the ITS algorithm can achieve highly improved performance as compared 
to selecting and using a single hopefuUy optimal network or using a linear combination 
of the candidate networks. 
Theory 
ANNs have been used for process modeling due to their ability to approximate ar­
bitrarily complex functions (Hornik, 1989; Cybenko, 1989). Neural networks will not 
be reviewed in this paper. For details of artificial neural networks see Hecht-Nielsen 
(1990), Lippman (1987) and for an introduction to neural nets in chemical engineering, 
see Hoskins and Himmelblau (1989) or Venkatasubramanian and Chan (1989). A neural 
network model trained to learn a given mapping can be considered as a system that 
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reduces uncertainty about the output by using information in the input vector. Ideally 
we would like this uncertainty to be zero. In the real world this may not be possible. 
There are two reasons: 
• The process inputs contain insufBcient information about the output 
• The neural network model is suboptimal because it does not completely utilize the 
information in the inputs. The network can waste some of the information in the 
inputs because of insufficient training or approximation failures. 
In the traditional approach to modeling, several neural network models are built and 
the one that is considered to be the best is used for the application. This approach is 
depicted in Figure 1(a). The network that is best is determined by splitting the data 
set into two parts: the training and the test data set. The training data set is used for 
developing the \-arious neural models. AU of the models are then evaluated on the test 
data set. The model with the least error over the test set is then selected and used. 
This approach however may not be satisfactory. As shown by Sridhar et al. (1996), 
stacked modeling can provide improved modeling. Stacked modeling refers to the idea 
of developing and using a combination of the candidate networks rather than simply 
selecting the best network. The schematic for the stacked modeling approach is shown 
in Figure 1(b). In this case, the test data set is used to develop a combination of the 
candidate networks. The rationale is that one model may not have extracted all the 
information that is relevant for predicting the output. By using the information that 
other models have to offer, stacked modeling attempts to provide better prediction of 
the output. 
Shannon's information theory provides a suitable formalism for quantifying the above 
concepts. Consider a process output or a quality attribute y that we need to predict using 
the vector of process inputs x. Information theory allows us to quantify the information 
content of any vector. It also allows measures of association to be developed between 
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the two vectors x and y. For simplicity assixme that y is a discrete vector that can 
take on R discrete values yi,y2, Yr- Similarly assume that x is a discrete vector that 
can take on S discrete values Xi,X2, Xs- For real world problems, x and y are often 
continuous rather than discrete. However we can divide the variable domain into a finite 
nimiber of regions within which the variable is assumed to be constant. The following 
discussion is then valid for continuous variables also. Define p,- as the probability that 
y can take on the value y,-. 
p i = p { y  =  y i )  (1) 
The probability pi can be estimated using the frequency of occurrence of the vector y,-
where Ni is the number of occurrences of the vector y,- in the data set and N is the 
total number of patterns in the data set. The entropy or information presented by the 
variable y can then be defined as 
H{y) =-Y,PilTi{pi) (3) 
t=i 
If y can take only one value the information contained in y is 0. This would imply 
that the process output is always constant and predicting the value of the output is a 
trivial task. The joint information content H(x,y) of two vectors x and y can be defined 
analogous to Equation 3. 
H { x , y )  = - ^ p i j l n i p i j )  (4) 
i j  
where pij is the probability that x will take on the value x,- and y will take on the value 
yj. Pij is given by the equation 
Pij  =  P(x = xu y  =  yj)  =  ^  (5) 
where Nij  is the number of joint occurrences of the vectors i, and t / j  in the data set. 
The mutual information (MI ) or the entropy of y given x. H(ylx). is a measure of the 
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information in the vector y when x is known. H(yjx) is given by: 
H { y \ x . )  = ( 6 )  
It can be shown, that 
^(y|x) = ^(x,y)-fl'(x) (7) 
An asymmetric dependency coefficient (ADC) that measvires the dependency of y on x, 
U(y|x) can then be defined as 
t;,y|x) = (8) 
The above equation can also be written as: 
Equation 9 gives a very useful measure of association between the vectors y and x. 
U(y|x) does not depend on the nature of the functional relationship between y and x. 
U(y|x) measures the extent to which knowledge of x provides information about y. If 
U(y|x) is 0 it means that x does not contain any useful information about y, and it is 
not possible to predict y to any extent using x. A value of 1 implies that knowledge of 
x completely determines y, and it is possible to predict y exactly using x. The above 
concepts will now be used to explain the logic behind the ITS technique. 
Assume that a data set D((t/f,X() : 1 < i < T) hcis been collected on some process of 
interest. Here, y denotes the output variable, x denotes the input vector, T is the number 
of training patterns and t is the pattern index. For the present discussion assume that the 
data set D is split into two parts: Di used for training the candidate models and D2 for 
testing the trained networks. However the analysis is general and holds for other methods 
of partitioning the data set as in k-fold cross-validation (Weiss and Kukilowski, 1991) or 
bootstrapping (Efron, 1993). Assume that Di contains Ntr patterns and D2 contains 
Nts patterns. It is assumed that M neural networks (.'Vi, N2. N.\f) are the candidate 
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models. The candidate ANNs will be referred to as the level 0 models following Wolpert 
(1992). The data used to train the candidate networks is known as the level 0 data set and 
will be denoted by ZJ^o. In the present discussion Di is the level 0 data set. In general, 
a neural network model can be thought of as a nonlinear transformation of the input 
vector. We hope that the transformation retains all of the relevant information about 
the output and filters out the redundant information in the input vector. Using different 
neural network models is equivalent to taking several nonlinear transformations of the 
input vector. In other words, we try several transformations, yi = /i(x), y2 = 
Vm = The parameters of each of the networks is estimated using Di and then 
the output of all the ANNs is computed on all of the patterns in D2 in order to evaluate 
each network. Denote the prediction of the j"' network for pattern n in data set D2 as 
yPnj- For pattern n, the output of the candidate ANNs is collected in a M dimensional 
vector yp„ = {ypnj : 1 < J < M}. The actual output j/„ and the network outputs yp„ 
constitute the output and input respectively in a new space which is defined as the level 
I space. Repeating this procedure for ail NTS patterns in D2 produces the level 1 data 
set DLi{yn,yPn)- Data set Dli contains the true output and the predictions of the M 
models, for all the NTS patterns. Assuming that the modeler is not interested in trying 
any further models we now have a data set D^i which needs to be used to develop a 
predictive model. At this point we know that 
U { y \ y v )  < U{y\^)  (10) 
Equation 10 implies that at best we can hope that all of the networks collectively retain 
what is important about the process inputs. In general we cannot assure that all infor­
mation in X about the output hzis been retained in yp. It is also difficult to determine 
how the information in x is distributed in yp. In any case there is nothing that can be 
done about the information that has been lost. A logical approach then is to utilize all 
of yp to predict the process output. This is the central idea behind stacked modeling. 
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Using information in all of the candidate ANNs requires a combining nile that can in­
tegrate the information in the ANNs to predict the output. Therefore the objective of 
stacked modeling is to determine 
y3= 9{yuy2,- -yM) ( i i )  
such that 
C^(y|y5) - U{Y\yuy2,....yM) < e (12) 
where y, is the prediction of the stacked neural network and g is known as the level 1 
model. In general the form of the level 1 model g is unknown. The traditional approach 
to neural network modeling simply sets 
9{yuy2,-yM) = yk (13) 
such that t/fc is closest to y in a euclidean sense. This is clearly not appropriate since 
U { y \ y i )  < U { y \ y p )  (14) 
The traditional approach is equivalent to assuming that there exists a transformation 
y," = fi{x) such that 
U { y \ f i { x ) )  =  U { y \ f i { x ) , f 2 { x ) ,  f M ( x ) )  (15) 
Practically it is difficult to ensure that the assumption in Equation 15 wiU hold. As 
discussed in our previous work there are several reasons why the above assumption may 
be violated. These reasons are listed below. 
• Use of suboptimal network architectures or failure of any automatic network con­
struction method used to determine the optimal network. 
• Sensitivity of the neural network to the initial starting conditions for network 
training. 
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• Use of inappropriate activation functions and learning algorithms. 
• Different convergence criteria used for network training can lead to very different 
solutions for a given network architecture. 
The linear combination proposed in our earlier work is equivalent to assiiming that 
= o.*yi  + 6»t/2 + rn*yM (16) 
The above combining rule can integrate only those models which have high linear 
correlation to the output. Models that are important in a nonlinear sense are ignored. 
It is therefore not desirable to make any asstmiptions about the combining rule and it 
is preferable to let the data determine the appropriate combination. 
Although it is desirable that the function g should be an arbitrary nonlinear func­
tion that needs to be developed from the level 1 data, problems can arise in practice. 
We usually deal with a finite data set and the test set is a fraction of the entire data 
set. Hence the level 1 data set that is used for developing g could be relatively small. 
Moreover if many models are used then the dimensionality of the level 1 input space can 
become high. High input dimensionality of the level 1 input space increases the com­
plexity of the learning phase for the combining algorithm, and leads to longer training 
times. Presence of too many inputs would also require a large number of parameters to 
be estimated and can cause poor network generalization by the level 1 model. It is also 
desirable to keep the SNN structure as simple as possible by avoiding the use of models 
that are redundant. 
This problem can be resolved if we select a subset of the candidate ANNs using 
information theoretic analysis. The idea is to find a vector yp, which is a subset of the 
level 1 input space vector yp. The subset yps is determined such that it contains almost 
all of the information in yp that is important for predicting the output vector y. Denote 
a candidate subset of the the vector yp as ypafc, where k indicates the dimensionality of 
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the subset input vector. Define the asymmetric dependency between the subset input 
vector and the output as C/(y|yPaJt)- Then the objective is to determine yp,jk such that: 
t^(y|yp^A:)-i7(y|yp) <e (17) 
where e is deemed to be an acceptably smzdl loss of information in the input space 
with respect to predicting the output. Equation 17 can be used to evaluate the loss of 
information by using einy subset instead of the entire input vector. Only the selected 
subset of models are then used to develop the level 1 model. This reasoning forms the 
basis of the information theoretic stacking (ITS) cdgorithm for stacking neurai networks 
Methods 
In this section we develop stacked neural networks using the ITS algorithm. The 
architecture of an SNN using a combiner determined by the ITS algorithm is shown 
in Figure 2. The SNN model takes a given input x and passes it through all of the 
neural network models. The outputs of these models are then combined using the ITS-
based combiner to produce the final prediction of the output. A general approach for 
developing the Stacked Neural Networks (SNNs) using the ITS algorithm is given below: 
1. Train the M level 0 networks using Di. Denote the network trained on Di as 
Nj{Di), and denote the set of these level 0 networks as N{Di) = {Nj{Di) : 1 < 
j ^ }. The N{Di) should be saved for use in the SNN model. 
2. Recall the M networks on the data set D2. Denote the prediction of the j"' 
network for pattern n in data set D2 as ypnj- For pattern n. collect the output of 
the candidate models in a M dimensional vector yp„ = {ypnj : 1 < J < M}. The 
actual output i/„ and the network outputs yp„ constitute the output ajad input 
respectively for the pattern in data set Dn. Repeat the above procedure for 
all Nts patterns to produce the level 1 data set D£,i(y„.yp„). 
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3. Identify a subset of the candidate models which contain most of the information 
relevant to predicting the output. 
(a) Calculate U(y|yp) 
(b) Generate a candidate subset yp^jt with i < k < m where k is the dimension­
ality of the generated subset 
(c) Compute U(y |yp,fc) 
(d) Check if the condition in Equation 17 is satisfied to decide whether selected 
subset is satisfactory. 
(e) If subset is satisfactory stop else go to step b 
4. Use a nonparametric model to leam the relationship between the actual output y 
and the selected subset yp^fe. 
5. For prediction on a novel input pattern, the input is fed through aU of the candi­
date models. The outputs of the level 0 neural networks are combined using the 
nonlinear combiner to produce the final prediction. 
The proposed method is shown in Figure 3. To implement the methodology there are 
two issues that need to be addressed. First we need a method to generate the candidate 
subsets. Second we need a technique to combine the selected subset of models. These 
issues are discussed below: 
1. Subset selection: There axe several well known search algorithms for generating 
candidate subsets. .\n obvious methods is to use an exhaustive search over all the 
input variables; this however would be computationally infeasible except for small 
input vectors. In the present work we use the simple approach of forward selec­
tion. The forward selection procedure generates a new subset by adding one input 
variable at a time to the current subset. At each stage, the variable to be added is 
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selected so that the new enlarged input vector maximizes f/(y|ypjfc). The variable 
addition is terminated when the condition in Equation 17 is satisfied. Other tech­
niques like backweird elimination, branch and boimd algorithms (Fukunaga, 1990) 
can also be used but will not be considered in this article. 
2. Selection of the nonlinear combining method: An important requirement of the 
nonlinear combiner is that it should be able to determine arbitrary combinations 
that is determined from the data. In this article we will use the general regression 
neural network (GRNN) model (Specht, 1990). The GRNN is a memory-based sys­
tem and is very quick to develop. Furthermore GRNN is an universal approximator 
ajid therefore arbitrary nonlineax combinations can be developed. For details of 
the GRNN model development the reader is referred to Specht (1990). 
The generalized XOR problem 
The purpose of this simple example is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the ITS-
based SNN in a concise manner. The problem considered is the Generalized XOR 
(Hansen and Solomon, 1990) shown in Figure 4. The problem requires a classifier to 
output a 1 for any point from the first and third quadrant and a 0 for any point from 
the second and the fourth quadrant. The training data set Di consisted of 1000 data 
points with equai number of points from each quadrant. Another data set D2 with 1000 
patterns was generated to evaluate the candidate networks and to develop the SNN. Two 
backpropagation networks with 1 and 2 hidden nodes respectively were considered as 
the candidate networks. The networks used the hyperbolic tangent activation function 
and were trained using the scaled conjugate algorithm (Moller, 199.3). We used a high 
value of gain so that the activation function of the networks is very similar to a step 
function. A large data set Dz with 10,000 patterns was also generated to estimate the 
classification accuracy of the individual networks and the SNN. 
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The results of treiining the networks on D\ and testing on are shown in Table 
1. The data in this table shows the output of the two networks and the actued output 
and is the level 1 data for this problem. Since the output of each network can take 
on two possible values and the actual output can take on two values, there can be 2^ 
possible patterns in the level 1 data set. The frequency of occurrence of each of these 
8 patterns is listed in Table 1. The results indicate that performance of both networks 
is quite poor. When Ni outputs a 0 there is almost an equal probability of the true 
output being 0 or 1. When Ni outputs a I there is almost an equal probability of the 
true output being a 0 or a 1. Therefore the output of Ni does not seem to have any 
information about the true output. Similar reasoning indicates that performance of the 
N2 will also be poor. Ni however is marginally better than A2- Performance of Ni and 
N2 was poor due to insuflBcient nodes in the hidden layer, and inappropriate choice of 
initial weights and network parameters. These nets were deliberately trained poorly so 
that we could illustrate the improvement due to ITS-based stacking. If we wanted to use 
a single model, Ni would be selected as it appears to be the better model. Evaluating 
the performance of N\ on shows that the classification accuracy is only 50.6%. The 
SNN based on the ITS algorithm on the other hand integrates the two networks and 
achieves a classification accuracy of 97.9%. The ITS-based SNN has integrated two 
networks which show poor performance to develop a classifier that is highly accurate. 
Analysis of the results in Table 1 explains the large performance improvement ob­
tained using the SNN. The SNN looks at both networks jointly instead of examining 
each network separately. Notice that when both networks output a 0 the probability of 
the correct answer being 1 is 0.94. When both networks output a 1, the probability of 
the correct answer being 1 is 0.996. If any of the networks outputs a 0 the probability 
of the correct cinswer being 0 is 0.99. It appears that the two networks jointly contain 
significantly more information about the actual output as compared to each network 
used by itself. .A. logical approach would then be to look at the outputs of both networks 
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while classifying a pattern . If both networks output a 0 or both output a 1 then we 
would predict the output to be 1. If one of the networks guesses a 0 then we would 
predict the output to be 0. It is apparent that a nonhneax combiner is required to im­
plement this combining rule. ITS essentially follows the above reasoning to arrive at a 
accm-ate SNN classifier. ITS first computes the ADC for each individual network. For 
both Ni and N2, the ADC is close to 0. ITS then determines that U(y | 1/1,1/2) is 0.86. 
At this point the algorithm decides that both networks must be jointly used to achieve 
good classification. The GRNN model then leams the required combining rule using 
the level 1 data. The above approach residts in a SNN that has very high classification 
accuracy. In contrast, a linear combining rule would fail to effectively maJie use of the 
two networks since it cannot encode the desired combining rule. 
A graphical illustration of these results is provided in Figure 5. N\, essentially draws 
a line that separates Ql and Q4 from Q2 and Q3. N2 draws a line that separates Q4 
and Q3 from Ql and Q2. Obviously neither of the two networks has drawn the correct 
classification boimdary. However if we used both the networks it is equivalent to draw­
ing the two lines that represents the correct classification boundaxy. The two networks 
jointly contain most of the information required for the classification. A nonlinear com­
biner is however required to effectively utilize this information. This is achieved by the 
ITS algorithm leading to the large improvement. It should be pointed out that a single 
network with larger number of nodes can also be developed to solve this problem. In 
such a situation the ITS algorithm would simply set the stacked model to be the same 
as the single network and ignore other models. However in complex problems, it could 
be difl&cult to identify a single optimal network, and SNNs built using the ITS algorithm 
can be a safer strategy as compared to using a single model or even a linear combination 
of the candidate networks. 
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A function mapping example 
In this example we will demonstrate the effectiveness of the ITS algorithm for a func­
tion mapping problem. For this example, the objective is to estimate the 6-dimensionaJ 
additive function, 
y = 105m(7rxix2) + 20(x3 — 0.5)^ + IOX4 + 5x5 + Oxe (IS) 
The Xi were generated from a uniform distribution in the six-dimensional hypercube. 
This function has been used as a benchmark for MARS (Friedman, 1991). The training 
data set Si consisted of 100 samples, and constitutes the level 0 data. The added noise 
was Gaussian with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 4.0. The signal to noise ratio is 
defined as 
S N R  =  a y / a - j ^ f  (19) 
where, ay is the standard deviation of y and cr^v is the standard deviation of the noise. 
In addition we aJso generated a level 1 data set S2 consisting of 50 patterns. Data set 
s2 was used for model selection and model integration. .A. test data set s3 of 10000 
patterns without any noise was generated to measure the performance of the differ­
ent models. The performance metric used was the normalized root mean square error 
(NRMS), which is the average root mean square error on the test data set normalized 
by the standard deviation of the data set. NRMS represents the fraction of unexplained 
standard deviation. Six different layered feedforward networks Ni, ^2, -^3, A^4, and 
Ne were developed. A'^i, N2, A3. .V4 had one hidden layer with 1, 2, 4 , and 8 hidden 
nodes respectively. N5 had two hidden layers with 4 nodes in each layer and Ne had 
two hidden layers with 8 nodes in cach layer. .A.11 of the networks were trained using the 
scaled conjugate gradient algorithm (Moller, 1993). Ni, N2 and were trained on all 
100 patterns. For the remaining networks stopped training was used. These networks 
were trained on 70 randomly selected patterns and their performance was monitored on 
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the remaimng 30 patterns. The weights which gave the least error on the 30 patterns 
were considered to be the optimal weights for these networks. Performance of the candi­
date networks on the data set S3 was evaluated by computing the NRMS. The different 
ANNs were then stacked to obtain the SNN model. The NRMS for the ITS-based SNN 
was also computed. Using cross-validation, N3 is selected as the best model. Nj had 
aji NRMS of 0.32 on the s3. The competing networks were then combined to form a 
SNN using the ITS algorithm. The RMSE of the SNN on the test data was found to 
be 0.19. Thus, a reduction of 41% in the prediction error was obtained using SNN over 
the cross-validation selected network. The ITS algorithm determined that N3, N4, and 
Ne contained 95% of the information important for predicting the output and used only 
these three networks to form the SNN. For comparison purposes we combined all of the 
six models and tested on s3. The NRMS was 0.27, which is about 16% less than the 
NRMS of the single model. Notice that the improvement is significantly higher using 
the subset determined by the ITS algorithm as compared to using all of the candidate 
models. The example cleaxly demonstrates the ability of ITS to select and combine 
only those models with relevant information about the output resulting in a SNN which 
provides highly improved predictions. 
Dynamic modeling of a CSTR 
This example is intended to demonstrate the application of an ITS-bcised SNN for 
improved modeling of a chemical process. The performance of the ITS-based SNN 
will be compared to the SNN based on a linear combining technique and also to the 
traditional approach of selecting and using a single model. In addition to the standard 
layered feedforward networks, cciscade correlation networks will also be considered as a 
candidate models in this example. 
The process considered is an ideal, adiabatic continuous first order exothermic re­
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action in a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR), shown in Figure 6. This system 
has been used for comparison of backpropagation networks and multivaxiate adaptive 
regression splines (DeVeaux et al., 1993). Recently, Sridhar et al. (1996) demonstrated 
the effectiveness of SNNs on this problem using lineax combiners as the level 1 model. 
Here we wiU show that the nonlinear combination determined by the ITS algorithm is 
significantly better. The feed to the CSTR is pure A and the desired product is R. The 
system is simulated by the following coupled ordinary differential equations. 
— kiAo + k—iRo 
dAo Ai - A, 
dt r 
dRo Ri — R, 
dt T 
dTo -^Hr 
dt pCp 
—h kiAo — k—iRo (20) 
{kiAo-k_,R,)+'^^^ 
where. 
4. = 
;  f ~ Q - l  t-, = c.,exp{^— 
The variables Aoi Ro and To represent the state variables of the system and are the 
feed species concentration, the output product species concentration and the reactor's 
temperature, respectively. The goal of the modeling is to learn the open loop relation­
ship between the controlled variable which is the concentration of species R and the 
manipulated variable which is the temperature of the feed stream, T,. It is desired to 
predict the concentration of species R at the next time step, given the state variables 
Ao, To and the manipulated input T,-. The input and output dimensionality of the 
system are 4 axid 1 respectively. The steady state operating point and the process pa­
rameters cire as given in the paper by Economou et al., and are shown in Table 2. A 
method similax to that in DeVeaux et al., was used to generate the training data for 
the neural network modeling. The above set of differential equations were integrated 
with T varying randomly with a uniform distribution within 15% of the steady state 
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operating point. Sampling time for the process was 30 seconds. During the simulation, 
the systems state vaxiable as well as manipulated input were recorded. At the end of 
the sampling instajit, the system's response was also recorded. Measurement noise was 
added to the noise-free simulation. The noise was assumed to be Gaussian. A data set 
of 350 patterns was generated. The first 250 patterns were used to develop the model 
and the next 100 patterns were used to identify the best model and to develop the linear 
and nonlinear model combinations. A noise-free test data set for was also generated by 
simulating the process for 500 minutes. This data set was used to test and compare all 
the models that were developed. 
Eight neural network models [A^,- : 1 < z < 8] were considered as the level 0 models 
for modeling the process. The architecture of the eight networks were: 
1. BPN with 2 hidden layers. The number of nodes in each layer was three 
2. BPN with 2 hidden layers. The number of nodes in each layer was eight 
3. BPN with single hidden layer: Number of hidden nodes was three. 
4. BPN with single hidden layer: Number of hidden nodes was fifteen. 
5. CCN with sigmoidal activation function 
6. CCN with sigmoidal activation ftmction (Different weight initialization) 
7. CCN with gaussian activation fimction 
8. CCN with gaussian activation function (Different weight initialization) 
Networks A^i, A^a, N^, Nj used convergent training. The remaining networks were trained 
using stopped training. For these networks the original data was split into two data sets 
with 70% ajid 30% of the data set respectively. The larger data set was used to train 
the network , while the error over the remaining data was monitored, and training was 
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stopped when the error reached a minimum. For training the backpropagation networks, 
the scaled conjugate gradient algorithm (SCGA) was used (Moller, 1993). The CCN 
was trained using the cascade correlation learning algorithm (Fahiman, 1990). Cross 
validation was used to determine the best network. In addition the networks were 
stacked with the linear technique and the ITS algorithm. The performance of the three 
approaches were then compared by testing them on the 10000 data patterns. 
Model 2 (4x8x8x1) is determined to be the single best model using cross-validation as 
it has the least error over the data set £>2- A linear combination of the different networks 
was obtained. Finally the ITS algorithm was used to determine a nonlinear combination 
of the candidate networks. ITS selects as the first model in the combination with 
U(y I 1/2) of 0.53. ITS then searches for a second model that adds the most information 
to the first model. As a result, Nq is added to the combination with U(ylyi, 1/2) of 
0.89. Further addition of any other model does not lead to much of an increase in the 
information content. Using all of the models leads to U(y lyi,...j/8) of 0.91. A nonlinear 
combination was then developed by training a GRNN model on the level 1 data set. 
All three approaches were then tested on d3. The single model (4x8x8x1) 3PN had 
an NRMS of 0.4 with of 0.84. The linear combination was slightly better with an 
NRMS of 0.37 and of 0.85. The ITS algorithm in comparison had an NRMS of 0.28, 
a reduction of 30% in NRMS as compared to using the single model and a reduction 
of 25% as compared to using the linear combiner. Graphical comparisons of the three 
different approaches axe shown in Figure 7. 
The superior performance of the ITS can be attributed to its ability to identify the 
most informative models regardless of the nature of its relationship to the actual output. 
Further the GRNN allows combinations to be estimated from the data without making 
any assumptions about the nature of the combination. The traditional approach uses 
only the information in Model 2 and ignores what the other models have to offer. The 
linear combiner is able to use only those models with a high linear correlation to the 
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output. The ITS is able to identify the models which have the most information ajid 
builds an effective nonlinear combiner resulting in highly improved predictive modeling 
of the process dynamics. 
Conclusions 
In this article we presented a new approach to combine neural network models for 
improved modeling of chemical processes. Conventional approaches identify and use a 
single model for prediction. More recently stacked neural networks (SNNs) have at­
tempted to integrate the knowledge acquired by different networks to obtain a better 
predictive model. However, SNNs were limited to a linear combination of the candidate 
networks. We have pointed out the limitations of such an approach. The ITS algo­
rithm proposed in this work effectively combines candidate networks without making 
any assumptions about the combining rule. Instead ITS determines the appropriate 
combination from the data. ITS first generates a number of subsets and selects an in­
formative subset of models which are then combined using a nonparametric modeling 
technique. In this work we used forward selection to generate the different subsets and 
the general regression neural network (GRNN) model was used to build the combination. 
The ITS algorithm was applied to three examples including the dynamic modeling 
of a chemical process. The examples demonstrate that the ITS-based stacked neural 
networks consistently outperformed the approach of using a single model or a linear 
combination of the candidate models. The ITS-based stacked neural network appears to 
be a promising technique for improved modeling of chemical processes. Future research 
needs to focus on alternate strategies for generating subsets and combining methods 
ba^ed on models other than the GRNN should also be investigated. 
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Table 1 Level 1 data for Example 1 showing the outputs of Ni and N2 and 
the actual output 
Index Output of Ni Output of N2 Actual Output Pattern Frequency 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 1 0 250 
3 1 0 0 244 
4 1 1 0 6 
5 0 0 1 236 
6 0 1 1 8 
7 1 0 1 7 
8 1 1 1 249 
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Table 2 Constants and Steady-State Operating Conditions for the CSTR 
T 60s 
Ci 5x10^ 
C-1 Ixl0®5-1 
Ql 10000 cal mol~^ 
Q-i  15000 cal mol~^ 
R 1.987 cal mol-^ 
5000 cal mol~^ 
P IKg/L 
C, 1000 cal kg-^ 
Ai 1.0 mol/L 
Ri 0.0 mol/L 
Ao 0.492 moI/L 
Ro 0.508 mol/L 
Ti 427K 
To 430K 
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Figure 1 Comparison of rradirional arid srackeri neural network modeling 
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Figure 1 continued 
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Figure 2 Architecture of stacked neural networks using the ITS algorithm 
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Figure 3 Schematic for developing the SXN using the ITS algorithm 
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Figure 5 Performance of the ITS-based SNN for the Generalized XOR prob­
lem 
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Ai-RiJi 
AQ, RQ, TQ 
Figure 6 Schematic diagram of CSTR 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, a new approach for neurai-network-bcised modeling of chemical 
processes was proposed. Neural network modeling typically require multiple networks 
to be trained and tested. Conventional approaches identify and use a single hopefully 
optimal neural network model and discard the remaining networks. Such an approach 
wastes information in the discarded networks and may lead to a suboptimal process 
model. The stacked neural network approach presented in this dissertation allows mul­
tiple neural networks to be combined and used to model a process. The approach effec­
tively integrates candidate networks to obtain better process models. The feasibility of 
the approach was first demonstrated using a stacked neural network that consisted of a 
linear combination of the candidate networks. The stacked neural network was shown to 
outperform the conventional approach of using a single hopefully optimal model. How­
ever, the linear combining rule can integrate only those networks which have a high 
linear correlation to the output. The information theoretic stacking (ITS) algorithm 
was then developed to overcome the limitations of a linear combination. The ITS ap­
proach does not assxmie the form of the combining rule. Instead the ITS allows the 
form of the combination to be determined by the data. The ITS-based stacked neural 
network was evaluated for several example problems including modeling of a chemical 
process. Results obtained show that the ITS-based SNN consistently outperformed the 
approach of using a single model or an SNN based on a linear combining rule. The ITS 
algorithm used the general regression neuraJ network model to develop the combination. 
The general regression neural network model was used because it is a memory based 
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system ajid therefore easy to develop. However, the ITS approach is general in that any 
nonparameteric model can be used to develop the combination. Future reseaxch needs 
to focus on combining methods based on models other than the general regression neural 
network model. 
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